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THE CHANGE OF LIFESTYLE IN THE CONTEXT OF
RETIREMENT

George NICULESCU
Professor PhD.

Abstract:

THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES A RESEARCH PROJECT IN THE FIELD OF AGEING.
THE AGEING POPULATION IS A VERY IMPORTANT SOCIAL PROBLEM. VIABLE
SOLUTIONS ARE NEEDED TO MAINTAIN A BALANCE BETWEEN THE
GENERATIONS AND ALSO THE BALANCE OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
SYSTEM. THE OLDER GENERATION WAS STRONGLY AFFECTED BY THE
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE RECENT YEARS. AMONG THE
MEASURES TAKEN BY SEVERAL COUNTRIES, INCLUDING ROMANIA, ARE
REFERRED TO THE AUSTERITY, BY SMALL PENSIONS AND INCREASING THE
RETIREMENT AGE. THE PERCEPTION OF THE AGEING OF THE EUROPEAN
POPULATION VARIES FROM ONE GENERATION TO ANOTHER. THE
STATISTICS REFLECT THE INCREASING PROPORTION OF ELDERLY IN THE
TOTAL POPULATION. IN FACT, AGEING IS NORMAL, GIVEN THAT THE
AVERAGE LIFE OF EUROPEAN CITIZENS IS GROWING. THE NATURAL
INCREASE OF THE AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF THE EUROPEAN
POPULATION, CAUSES A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN THE RATIO BETWEEN THE
ACTIVE POPULATION AND THE OLDER POPULATION. THE DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES MAKE EFFORTS TO REDUCE THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF AGEING
IN PLACE TO CAPITALIZE ON THE GREAT POTENTIAL OF THE POPULATION
RETIRED FOR REASONS OF AGE.
THE RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN THIS ARTICLE AIMS TO ESTABLISH
CONCRETE MEASURES OF ACTION TO INVOLVE OLDER PEOPLE IN ACTIVE
LIFE IN THE SOUTH-WEST OLTENIA REGION. THE PROJECT ADDRESSES THE
FIELD OF HEALTHY AGEING, LIFESTYLE AND PUBLIC HEALTH FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS: THE AIM, PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND RELATED
ACTIVITIES ARE DESIGNED TO IMPROVE ACTIVE AGEING AND THE
TRANSITION TO A NEW LIFESTYLE, ACTIVE, HEALTHY, SUSTAINABLE AND
MEANINGFUL.
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INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines ageing as a “process of progressive
change in the biological, psychological and social structure of individuals”1
We mention as a turning point in the evolution of research about ageing the paper
"Human Ageing: usual and successful” Rowe and Kahn2. They developed the leading
biomedical model for successful ageing based on the MacArthur Foundation’s longitudinal
studies. In their paper they defined successful ageing as the ability to maintain a combination
of 3 key behaviors and characteristics: low risk of disease and disease-related disability, high
cognitive and physical functional capacity, and active engagement with life3. (see also Rowe
JW, Kahn RL., 1998 - Successful Ageing. New York: Random House) Autonomy and social
support are also deemed important for successful ageing.
But multiple challenges faced by global ageing societies include identifying measures
to meet the demographic changes of intergenerational communities, and multi-cultural
populations. Ethical, ethnic, legal issues, age discrimination, and new alliances bring many
important factors to the decision tables. Allocation of economic resources to ensure safe and
quality lives for all is a major concern world-wide. Yet, these factors that change the landscape
can, also, bring new perspectives and unique solutions to future global societal problems.4
Europe recorded the highest degree of demographic ageing compared to other
continents, considering that has already reached a critical stage.
Active population decline and ageing of the workforce is another major trend in Europe.
The share of older people increases at a rate unprecedented in history, according to the
results of report agency Moody's5, showing that 13 countries will get to have 20% of people
over 65 years untill 2020 and in 2030 the populations of 34 countries, will include 20% retirees.
This figure has already been reached in Germany and Italy. Greece and Finland will reach a
record level of 20% even in 2015, and France and Sweden will reach the threshold by 2020.
The demographic old-age dependency ratio (people aged 65 or above relative to those
aged 15-64) is projected to increase from 27.8% to 50.1% in the EU as a whole over the
projection period. This implies that the EU would move from having four working-age people
for every person aged over 65 years to about two working-age persons6.
Europe seeks solutions to maintain the balance between generations and reducing
negative effects on the economies components.
Romania has 15.4% of the population aged over 65.
This article aims to describe the activities required to implement a possible project in
the field of ageing.
A SYNTHESIS OF ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT:
- Fundamental theoretical investigation is the first activitie of the project which aims
to create and refine the model of interdisciplinary approach to the issue of lifestyle changes
within the retirement context. The research effort will focus on three main directions:

C., Stein, I. A., Moritz, Life Course Perspective of Maintaining Independence in Older Age. Geneva,
Switzerland: World Health Organization; 1999.
2
J.W., Rowe, R.L., Kahn, in Science 237, 1985, pp143-149
3
J.W., Rowe, R.L., Kahn, Successful aging Pantheon/Random House, New York, 1998.
4
Paul H. Irving, The Upside of Aging: How Long Life is Changing the World of Health, Work, Innovation, Policy
and Purpose”, John Wiley & Sons Inc., 2014.
5
Elena Duggar, Madhavi Bokil Report Moody's, 2014
6
The 2015 Ageing Report. Economic and budgetary projections for the 28 EU Member States (2013-2060), p. 1
1
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- the elaboration of a strong theoretical model and constructs for the
investigation based on questionnaires and ex ante and ex post surveys , as well as for the
monitoring of behaviors and appropriateness of lifestyle in terms of age, career, health
conditionalities within the physical, nutritional, psychological, social, cultural, spiritual
dimensions.
- the elaboration of tools for questioning and interviewing, as well as the
experimental testing of their effectiveness on a sample of retired people.
- the specification of requirements for computer applications dedicated to their
experimentation and implementation.
- The experimental investigation for the validation of conceptual models. This activity
will pursue the experimental testing of the models designed as a result of the first activity
(conceptual modeling). The result of this activity will be the validated post-experiential
consulting model.
- Activities of scientific synthesis. The activities of scientific synthesis are designed, on
the one hand, to build the skills fund, thematically distributed and specialized at the team level
and on the other hand, to connect the team of the skills center with European and international
scientific partners providing the necessary international visibility. Think tanks as well as
meetings for the mutual presentation of research results and observations will be organized
during this activity. Each session will be recorded in an interdisciplinary seminar report with a
relevant scientific content in order to be internally used within the skills center. The reports
will be brought together in periodic and thematic volumes. Drafting content for reports,
communications and scientific articles will be a continuous sub-activity of all research team
members.
- Activities of industrial research concerning the entail of the design demands and
principles. This activity consists in entailing the working protocols and processes for supplying
the service by teams with technical staff, according to the requirements and design principles
by environments, programmes and personalized scripts for experimental facility of the
adequate changing of lifestyle within the context of retirement, both in the case of the service
components with immediate human interaction and in the case of the service components with
mediated technological inter-human interaction.
- Activities of experimental development of the facility service for the management of
the lifestyle within the context of retirement. Activities of experimental development of the
facility service for the management of the lifestyle within the context of retirement intend to
cross all those stages by applying new knowledge acquired within the particular context offered
by the locations with experiential potential in Oltenia region with view to demonstrate the
region’s economic and social potential.
- Advertising, dissemination and valuing - Permanent horizontal activities designed to
promote and valuing the project produced immediate results. Includes news conference
launching and closing, three radio and TV, design, publishing, promotional material
development.
- Organizing and implementing management process: Activity permanent
establishment dedicated implementation team, procurement organization, tasks and activities,
and monitoring and evaluation of outputs and outcomes.
To implement such a project is necessary to highlight the risks as well as the measures
to reduce them.
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THE RISKS RELATED TO THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AS WELL
AS THE MEASURES TO REDUCE THEM:
Provisions to avoid this risk:

Implementing within stages of innovative provisions and their gradual and
balanced adequacy depending on each individual/ group/ team/ community in the
target-group;

Involvement within the project of noteworthy and credible experts/ specialists
(psychologists included);

Priority utilization of the rapidly beneficial and persuasive methods (reading
without eye-glasses, initiation in internet communication, integration within the
real-virtual networks etc.);

Involving within the project of medical doctors of credible high expertise; tests
and analyses for somatically-psychological assessments;

Encourageing the good experience and the new important role which the retired
individuals will have within the society;

Developing real-virtual groups for advise, good practices, prevention or cure,
including the self-cure framework;

Utilizing methods of personal re-invention, of personal development and like of
a new lifestyle.
E. The risk of generating the new market specific for the active ageing services
Provisions to avoid this risk:

Utilizing the outcomes of the research project upon the possibilities for
generating a cultural tourism market in Northern Oltenia;

Providing the offer specific to this market:
 Attracting the main tour operators in Romania in the implementation of
the project and supporting them in creating attractive offers by utilizing
the outcomes tested in the stages for accomplishing the project;
 Making use of tour operators in the pragmatically applicative stage to
obtain data, information and doing simulations, experiments etc. as well
as their persuasion in the profitability of this new type of business.
 Stimulating the services offer for supporting the active ageing:
 Make the objectives, activities and outcomes of the project known
among the individuals to be retired and the retired individuals of the
beneficial effects of a new life based on involvement-wisdom-selfabnegation;
 Disseminating the progress and final outcomes in different social and
professional environments through articles, conferences, involvement of
mass-media, retired individuals associations, ONGs supporting the
active ageing, of the new rea-virtual communities obtained in the
generative-creative phase of the project;
 Door to door (first stage) activities for raising awareness of the allimportant role for the target individuals and society of the involvement
in active ageing actions;
 Informing to be-retired and the retired individuals through letters, postal
agents and local authorities;
 Informing and raising awareness of the persons to be retire in the next
10 years (data obtained in the studies obtained in the first stage of the
project);
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Making an impetus upon the economic agents in forming training hubs
of the to be-retired persons for the new life (information on the created
possibilities for this segment of population);
 Founding clubs of the to be-retired persons and the new retired persons;
 Encourageing the idea, information and advice exchange concerning the
new experiences (retired persons’ life versus the active life in permanent
change for the possibility of involving within useful and impact
activities of the to be retired individuals);
 Active and adequate utilization of the tools, instruments and components for
market generation in the domain of support services of the active ageing.
SOCIAL RISKS IN CARRYING OUT THE PROJECT AND SUGGESTING
MANAGEMENT APPROACH OF THESE RISKS
Through addresssing to the individuals who are going to be retired, the social risk is
minimum. In addition, in implementing it, the project itself contribute to avoiding the social
risks connected to old age. Moreover, the project success has first a positive effect of prevention
(everybody is aware of the fact that prevention in time saves further expenses). In Romania,
the major risk is represented by the health and poverty issues. Therefore by adopting an active
lifestyle leads to the most direct and simpler way prevent this risks.
A risk factor (known and important) is given by the general condition (social
conditions) of apathy and lack of social trust, first towards the leaders, politicians and also the
citizen’s lack of trust towards the national and local administration, as well as “the citizen’s
lack of trust towards his fellow citizen”; this is the social climate in which the citizens linger
and there is, of course the effects of the economic crisis; all of these are breakes in the face of
achieving the change of life style or improvement of the life style.
As it is conceived the management of the research project, via its soft tools (a site to
manage the research, as well as the research management) and the manager’s experience and
expertise and those of the vice-manager of the project will contribute to control and manage
the unforeseen risks and thus to their complete diminishing and avoidance.
Economic and financial risks in the project carrying out
The main risk is that of “non-adhering effect” (causes generated by the social climate
and mentality) or “inadequate and non-synchronous management of the adhesion – losing the
opportunity of the momentous/ kairotic”. The flexible management and adequate tools are the
answers for manageing these risks.
Therefore, the risks can be prevented by the efficient use of the techniques and methods
for participative-cooperation management as well as by complying with methodology of the
project.
CONCLUSIONS
The project addresses the field of healthy ageing, lifestyle and public health. The aim,
project objectives and related activities are designed to improve active ageing and the transition
to a new lifestyle, active, healthy, sustainable and meaningful.
Main results of the project implementation are: model analysis, model consulting,
package scenarios experiential models validated analytical and advisory experiential package
offers research partnership protocols analysis, storyboarding personalized advice experiential
and Application management expertise.
This research seeks solutions to maintain the balance between generations and reducing
negative effects on the economies components.
The outcomes of the research project have the fowlling influences:
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- Stimulating the services offer for supporting the active ageing:
- Disseminating the progress and final outcomes in different social and professional
environments obtained in the generative-creative phase of the project;
- Raising awareness of the all-important role for the target individuals and society of
the involvement in active ageing actions;
- Making an impetus upon the economic agents in forming training hubs of the to beretired persons for the new life (information on the created possibilities for this segment of
population);
- Founding clubs of the to be-retired persons and the new retired persons;
- Active and adequate utilization of the tools, instruments and components for market
generation in the domain of support services of the active ageing.
- The project success has first a positive effect of prevention (everybody is aware of
the fact that prevention in time saves further expenses). In Romania, the major risk is
represented by the health and poverty issues. Therefore by adopting an active lifestyle leads to
the most direct and simpler way prevent this risks.
- The change of life style or improvement of the life style.
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INNOVATION, THE KEY FACTOR IN
ENTREPRENEURIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Doina TĂTARU
Senior researcher, PhD

Abstract:

THIS ARTICLE PRESENTS THE STATE BETWEEN INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURIAL SOCIETY AND THEIR BIUNIVOCAL RELATIONSHIP. AN
ENTREPRENEURIAL
ORGANISATION
RELIES
ON
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT THROUGH IDEAS, KNOWLEDGE AND NEW PERSPECTIVES
ENABLING IT TO ANTICIPATE, INNOVATE AND CONTINUALLY SEEK THE
MOST APPROPRIATE MEANS TO ACHIEVE OWN OBJECTIVES. GROWTH
INVOLVES CHANGE, DYNAMISM AND INNOVATION. INNOVATION
REQUIRES, AT MACRO-INSTITUTIONAL AND CULTURAL LEVEL, THE
EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPANY.
UNDER CURRENT CONDITIONS, THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP INITIATIVE AND
INNOVATION REQUIRE RETHINKING AND ESPECIALLY REORIENTING FOR
THE CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
CIVILIZATION, BASED ON RENEWABLE RESOURCES AND ON THE SO-CALLED
“KNOWLEDGE-BASED SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY (SOCIETY)”.
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INTRODUCTION
Innovation is a new combination of ideas, resources and skills resulting from learning,
not only within a company but also in the various networks in which the interaction between
different actors enables innovation to be born. Thus, in order to become innovative, it is
necessary for organizations to be open, while being dependent on external resources in their
innovation activities.
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The innovation process is "a process of continuous and irrevocable transformation of
low entropy into high entropy “1, of dissipative nature, which ultimately depends on the primary
sources of matter, energy and information.
In the process of change, the central role is played by learning as a sequence of imitation
and innovation. Also, evolutionary theories say that innovation is not a random phenomenon,
but that there is a hysteresis, a dependency of about more or less innovative behavior of
businesses and even nations. Organizations - to be innovative - need to be open, while being
dependent on external resources in their innovation activities.
Competition in innovation creates incentives for continued innovation, leading to an
"optimal portfolio of innovation." Economic growth, in terms of innovation economic science,
is primarily the result of endogenous changes in technology, thereby causing changes in
production and utility functions, creativity and innovations of economic agents being the main
engine.
In a world of increasingly complex, globalized world, in a period of profound change,
it's better, in fact it is necessary that innovative-entrepreneurship action is put in the service of
imperative "to innovate so that to transform the current non-sustainable human civilization in
a sustainable knowledge-based civilization."
THE NEED FOR INNOVATION IN DEVELOPING ENTREPRENEURIAL
SOCIETY
Change means learning and learning is changing - for people and organizations. Senge's
purpose in "The Fifth Discipline"2 is to eliminate the illusion that the world is created from
separate, unrelated forces. When we remove this illusion - then we can build "learning
organizations", organizations where people constantly expand their capacity to create the
results they truly desire, where new patterns of thinking are encouraged, where collective
aspiration is free and where people are continuously learning how to learn together.
In order to truly show the results, innovation process needs, at the macro-institutional
and cultural level, the emergence and development of entrepreneurial society. In the US,
authors such as Peter Drucker in ”Innovation and Entrepreneurial System"3, Acs, Z.J. in "The
Changing Structure of the U.S. Economy"4, and, more recently, David Audretsch in "The
Entrepreneurial Society"5 and Carl Schramm in "The Entrepreneurial Imperative"6
imperatively argued, underlining this idea.
Moreover, in "Public Policy in year Entrepreneurial Economy: Creating the Conditions
for Business Growth"7, the authors present five distinct features of an entrepreneurial society:
-markets and individual firms replaced bureaucracies; compact entity "big labor, big
business and big government" (as the metaphorical expression of Galbraith, 1967) that existed
in managerial economics, disappeared;
-knowledge is more important; knowledge and universities that produce new knowledge
are more important than they were in the early 20th century; "Knowledge factory" has become
the most important institution in generating knowledge to give fuel to entrepreneurial society;
1

Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, The Entropy Law and the Economic Process, vol. V, Expert Publishing (volume
conducted by - Ihor Lemnij, transaltion by- Georgeta Bolomey), 1996, p. 86
2
Senge, Peter, The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of The Learning Organization, Crown Publishing Group,
1990
3
Peter, Drucker, Innovation and Entreprenorial System, HarperCollins Publishers, 1985
4
Z. J. Acs, The Changing Structure of the U.S. Economy, New York: Praeger, 1984
5
David, Audretsch, The Entrepreneurial Society, Oxford University Press, 2007
6
Carl, Schramm, The Entrepreneurial Imperative, Collins, New York, 2006
7
Zoltan J Acs. & Roger R. Stough, Public Policy in an Entrepreneurial Economy: Creating the Conditions for
Business Growth, Published by Springer, 2008
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-companies’ structure is more dynamic; after the 2nd World War, large companies
dominated the US economy, often within oligopolistic system; this has dramatically changed
in recent decades;
-the nature and the process of innovation are very different; led by entrepreneurs who
assume the risk, the new companies are mostly responsible for radical, disruptive technologies;
-equal opportunities for all; within managerial economics, government was the one
who closed the model; within entrepreneurial society, the final arbiter is the third sector or the
social philanthropic sector.
Mintzberg8 in "Managers not MBAs" shows that "After almost a century of trial and
after a reasonable valuation, management has not become neither a science nor a profession. It
remains deeply inserted in daily living practices. We should celebrate this and not to
disapprove. And we should develop managers who are deeply involved in leadership life and
not professionals unplug from it."
The same, mutatis mutandis, can be said about entrepreneurs.
Kim’s and Mauborgne's paper9 (2005, Blue Ocean Strategy ...) shows that also in the
management field, reorientation of economic development theory and practice towards
innovation factor, in contrast to competitive strategies of Porter’s type, argues an alternative of
"blue ocean strategy" type, in which companies focus on valuing innovation by creating new
demand and by generating and then exploiting new markets.
In the current global crisis, it needs to rethink and, especially, to re-orientate the
entrepreneurship and innovation for the creation and development of a new economic and
social civilization, characterized by a technology (in fact, technological system) based on
renewable resources and on what has been called "knowledge-based sustainable economy
(society)".
From this perspective, one can no longer speak of a mere entrepreneurship policy, but
policy to create a business friendly environment in the context of the entrepreneurial economy,
in order to build new sustainable civilizations, based on knowledge.
In generating markets, the generic main actor is the entrepreneur, generally, and the
innovative entrepreneur, in particular.
Even though research has developed considerably in recent years, there is still no
consensus on the meaning of 'entrepreneurship' concept.
In a recent study, Keith Godin & others10, there are synthesized the most important
conceptual frameworks of entrepreneurship and examined their common themes, but also the
differences.
One of the most important things is noted that beyond the uniqueness of each, the
Austrian, German and Chicago schools of entrepreneurial thinking have six mutual elements:
- Undertaking: entrepreneurship is the process of bringing new ideas into the market in order
to make profits;
- Innovation: entrepreneurs "innovate" being alert to profitable opportunities with momentum
ability to combine existing resources in new and different ways in order to bring new ideas to
the market;
- Process: entrepreneurship is a process conducted in time for commercialization of ideas and
consists of various functions (eg innovation function, finance function, etc.)
8

Henry, Mintzberg, Managers, not MBAs: a hard look at the soft practice of managing and management
development, Berrett-Koehle, 2004, p.63
9
Kim, Chan & Renée Mauborgne,, Blue Ocean Strategy, Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2005
10
Keith Godin, Jason Clemens, and Niels Veldhuis, Measuring Entrepreneurship: Conceptual Frameworks and
Empirical Indicators, in Studies in Entrepreneurship and Markets, number 7, June 208, Fraser Institute,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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- Risk-taking: the entrepreneurial process is to lead the market with new ideas, however,
considering the prospect of an uncertain outcome;
- The spectrum of entrepreneurial action: entrepreneurship can have a wide range, from of new
radical and large innovations to smaller and more flexible innovations, and these can exist in a
number of different types and sizes of organization;
- Economic change: entrepreneurship is causing economic change in the sense that it brings
new innovations to market, creating jobs, wealth and business opportunities.
These common aspects are important for two reasons: they provide a first step towards
a comprehensive definition of entrepreneurship and also provide measurement criteria.
Having a healthy concept of entrepreneurship and knowing where this flourishes would
generate a profound effect in discussing government policies. Once we were able to measure
entrepreneurship, we will be able to investigate the reasons why some regions have more than
others and we could understand and promote policies that create an enabling environment for
entrepreneurship.
In any new enterprise, planned or not, regular or not, it goes through at least three
11
stages :
1. Stage of exploratory / investigational undertaking - research stage of ethnomethodological type: notice - explore - understand;
2. Stage of prospective enterprise - research stage of techno-marketing foresight type:
prospect - shape – script design;
3. Stage of effective enterprise - status of participatory action research type.
CONCLUSIONS
Under current conditions, it requires comprehensive and coherent policy to create a
friendly and healthy environment for entrepreneurship, within entrepreneurial economy
context, in order to build sustainable new civilization, based on knowledge.
The role of entrepreneurship for innovation is to ensure that the innovation
technological core is incorporated into a viable economic enterprise.
The innovative entrepreneurship implies that the main generic actor is the entrepreneur,
generally, and the innovative entrepreneur, in particular.
The financing of innovation market-oriented activities, with intrinsically higher risk,
requires adequate financial resources and tools. The involvement of public funding in these
activities cannot be neglected any longer, any delay becoming difficult to recover.
It is necessary that the performance of the innovative entrepreneurial action to be placed
in the service of imperative action: “to innovate in order to transform” the current nonsustainable human civilization in a knowledge-based sustainable civilization.

11

Carmen Aida Huțu, „Cultură organizațională și transfer de tehnologie, Editura Economică București, 2007
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Abstract:

THE SUBJECT OF INTEREST IN THIS ARTICLE IS POLISH CONSERVATIVE
THOUGHT DEVELOPED IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD. PRESENTS THE SOURCE
OF POLISH CONSERVATIVE THINKING ABOUT FOREIGN POLICY. THE
SPECIFICITY OF POLISH CONSERVATISM STEMS FROM THE DEVELOPMENT
OF IT IN THE TIME OF PARTITION, WHEN THERE WAS NO INDEPENDENT
POLISH STATE. PARTICULAR INTEREST HAS BEEN DIRECTED AT THE
ENVIRONMENT OF CRACOW CONSERVATIVES - THE SO-CALLED STAŃCZYKS
AND THOUGHT ABOUT FOREING POLICY DEVELOPED IN THE INTERWAR
ENVIRONMENT OF YOUNG CONSERVATIVES - „MŁODZI KONSERWATYŚCI”.
TO THE YOUNG CONSERVATIVES FROM THAT PERIOD BELONGED: JERZY
GIEDROYC AND ADOLF MARIA BOCHEŃSKI. TO SPECIFIC FEATURES OF
POLISH CONSERVATIVE THOUGHT WE CAN INCLUDE: 1) ASSIGNING THE
SPECIAL ROLE TO CATHOLICISM, 2) THE ISSUE OF REBUILD A STRONG
POLISH STATE, 3) IDEA ABOUT THE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND THE
CHARACTERISTIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE NATIONS
WHICH WERE
SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE POLISH CULTURE AND STATEHOOD.
IN THIS PAPER SPECIAL ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL
ARRANGEMENTS THAT HAVE, ACCORDING TO BOCHENSKI, LEAD TO THE
REALIZATION OF BENEFICIAL FOR THE STATE FOREIGN POLICY.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. FROM BIOGRAPHY OF ADOLF MARIA
BOCHEŃSKI
Adolf Maria Bochenski was the pre-war Polish political journalist. His contemporary
intellectuals very highly evaluated his erudition and intellectual abilities. Józef Czapski in the
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book: „Na nieludzkiej ziemi” (we can translate the title as: „On the inhuman land”) Called
Bocheński „the last great Polish conservatist”. He also said that Adolf Bochenski could be both
active patriot as well as the citizen of the world. Stanislaw Cat-Mackiewicz considered him as
very talented publicist. In his book: „Kto mnie wołał czego chciał” („Who is calling me what
he wanted”) devoted to him one of the chapters under the title - „Wunderkind” - wonderful
child1. He was also highly regarded for the advantages of the character. For example Stanisław
Mackiewicz wrote that Adolf was not only a man of uncommonly intelligent, not only had
strong will and perseverance in overcoming things difficult for themselves, but also was very
good, compassionate and benevolent2.
POLITICAL INTERESTS OF BOCHEŃSKI, ON THE BEGINING
Bochenski as a child took a keen interest in politics. He learned to read at age 5 on the
work of Marian Kukiel: „Dzieje oręża polskiego w epoce napoleońskiej” („The history of the
Polish army in the Napoleonic era”), at the age of 13 he analyzed carefully Clausewitz tractate
„On War”. In politics, was lanky, strict in thinking, based only on rational ground, but in life
was a charming romantic3. He believed that human life must be consequent, it should not differ
from the assumptions. He tried to care about that choice of attitude is the best act in certain
circumstances and the result of a conscious decision. For Bochenski goal of man should be
aware creation of a line of his own life and the desire to preserve the chosen direction. Literary
debut was a book written with his brother Alexander - „Tendencje samobójcze narodu
polskiego” („Suicidal tendencies of the Polish nation”). Adolf had then 16 years. In indicated
position authors condemned the „pacifist tendencies” in the history of Poland. Adolf Bochenski
from the beginning was associated with the tradition of Polish conservative thought. He became
famous for articles published on the pages of „Myśl Mocarstwowa” (we can translate it into:
Superpowr Thought, but not in strict sens), edited by Jerzy Giedroyc. He referred in his articles
to Stańczyks of Krakow, emphasized his connection with their views and defend the ideological
heritage of this trend. In his works he often evoked the views of Krakow conservatives - Julian
Klaczka, Sławomir Koźmian or Stanisław Tarnowski.
FUNDAMENTALS OF CONSERVATIVE THINKING IN POLAND
Conservatism is derived from three interrelated ideas - traditionalism, skepticism and
belief of the organic relationship between the individual and society. The conservative
advocates for maintaining continuity in politics, afraid of changes - because there is no
assurance as to the result of the radical reforms in political and social system. In particular
conservatives are afraid of any changes which have revolutionary character. According to
conservative doctrine you can not destroy the past and start everything from the beginning.
Both political thought and institutional order in a compelling way are the result of centuries of
accumulation of experience4. It is reasonable to say that conservatism is a response to the
situation of socio-political crisis. Conservatism for a good appeared during the French
Revolution. Liberty, and property are inextricably linked, and equality is a state of unnatural,
incapacitating and harmful for the whole socity. Stanisław Estreicher in article „Istota
konserwatyzmu” („The essence of conservatism”) stated that conservatism is apprehension for
not end in vain, to not abandon and do not reject the existing social situation for some uncertain
ideal, for some new experiment: „obawa, aby nie skoczyć w próżnie, aby nie porzucić i nie
K. M. Ujazdowski, Korzenie [w:] Żywotność konserwatyzmu. Idee polityczne Adolfa Bocheńskiego, Warszawa
2005, p. 35
2
Ibidem, p. 37.
3
Ibidem, p. 38, 39; The memory of Teresa Tyszkiewicz about Adolf Maria Bochenski.
4
Ibidem, p. 26.
1
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odrzucić dotychczasowego stanu społecznego dla jakiegoś niepewnego ideału, dla jakiegoś
nowego eksperymentu”. According to the conservative think special respect should be granted
for the religious values. In line with the views of St. Estreicher societies are the product of
superior will, which governs the world. The aim of the society should be on the other hand
improvement of humanity made to measure to the ideal of God („doskonalenie ludzkości na
miarę ideału Boga”). Conservatism although rejects the omnipotence of the State over the
individual, implies the need to build a strong state, which provides governance, sustainability
and security of societies from anarchy. For conservatives, the nation is a community of families
do not recognize the nation as an end in itself what makes nationalists. The characteristics of
conservatism mada by Estreicher can be considered as representative for the mainstream of
Polish conservatism, which includes the exile Hotel Lambert and the Krakow Stańczyks. Both
parties seek to rebuild an independent Polish state and to make a critical analysis, of the illness
of the First Republic. It should be noted that the theoretical and ideological achievements of
the conservatives from Krakow – Stańczycy, is much larger than that programmed on the policy
- practical diplomacy of center of Prince Adam Jerzy Czartoryski. To the specific features of
the Polish conservative thought we should include: 1) assigning the special role to Catholicism,
2) the issue of rebuild a strong Polish state, 3) idea about the special relationships and the
characteristic responsibility for the nations which were significantly associated with the Polish
culture and statehood.
BOCHENSKI AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF POLISH CONSERVATISM
Catholicism Stańczyks understood as something more than the support of the existing
social order - In the political thought of Krakow's conservatives Catholicism was the main pillar
of Western culture and the real foundation of the social and public order. The basis for
statehood in line with the conservative definition was therefore religious and ethical idea.
Defense of particular socio-public role of the Catholic religion was connected with the
statement that the authority of the Church can not be used instrumentally for the implementation
of a specific political plans. Conservatives critically rejected the possibility of imposing new
faith by radical, repressive measures. Polish conservatism developed in the era of state collapse,
loss of independence - it was his specific feature, which had consequences for the carried out
reflections by this intellectual environment. Indicated context caused in special interest of
polish conservatives about political systemic problems. One of the main demands was to ensure
the strong position of the executive power after regaining independence in 1918 - During the
Second Republic they defended the idea of strong executive and judicial power in political
system, in the discusion with advocates of the views about the superior position of the Sejm in
the constitutional system and the concept of actualistic understood sovereignty of the nation,
which was expressed by a parliamentary majority.5 Conservatives admitted the primacy of
state-thinking, not national as nationalists. As a „Państwowcy” (english: State people) they felt
responsible for the nations linked politically and culturally with Polish Republic. Nationalism,
treated, among others, as an ideology which limiting Polish aspirations to ethnically Polish
territories. They sought the way to an agreement with the Ukrainians. They didn't believed, in
contrast to the national-democratic camp, that assimilation of other smaller nations, in Polish
state, is possible.
According to Kazimierz Ujazdowski, Polish conservatism was closely linked with its
specific qualities, and therefore using the term „neo-conservatism” in relation to the
conservative authors from the Second Republic of Poland (II Rzeczpospolita Polska), among
5

Ibidem p. 32. We read there: „W latach II Rzeczypospolitej bronił idei silnej władzy wykonawczej i sądowniczej
w sporze z rzecznikami poglądów o nadrzędnej pozycji Sejmu w systemie konstytucyjnym i koncepcją
aktualistycznie rozumianej suwerenności narodu, która miała być wyrażana przez większość parlamentarną.”
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others, Adolf Bochenski, is inappropriate. Ujazdowski considers that the distinction between
„conservatism” and „neoconservatism” proposed by Marcin Król is not needed because of the
significant continuity of Polish conservative thought, from the Hotel Lambert, the texts of
Bocheńskiego and other authors from the interwar period. The direction of the main trend has
been maintained, and Bochenski was his successor as he repeatedly stressed. It should be noted
that the special position in Bocheński works occupied issues of: foreign policy and policy
towards minorities. It is a balanced, reasonable, mature reflection. The characteristic feature of
that reflection is searching for applicable solutions. Examination of the question, of eg. foreign
policy in a number of possible variants, building a probabilistic simulation of political events,
and search for ways most favorable from the point of view of the Polish state. Realism of these
indicated solutions allowed for their implementation, at least to some extent, after the fall of
the communist regime in 1989. In the case of Bochenski we cant say about political
opportunism, about the adapting to the political situation prevailing in the country.
POLISH FOREIGN POLICY, ITS DIFFICULTIES AND HOPES
In the aforementioned book „Tendencje samobójcze narodu polskiego” („Suicidal
tendencies of the Polish nation”) criticized altruistic vision according to which the merits of
Polish stemmed from being a victim of foreign empires. Radically opposed to the policy of
„not irritating” of opponents, according to the assertion that the right to defense is primary law
and it could not be abandon. They wanted active policy, the aim of which was to create a strong
state and redevelopment of the army. It was found that the noble democracy with the Sejm
determining on participation in the wars reduced the political significance of Poland. The Law
of First Republic, in Their opinion, made completely impossible to conduct foreign policy
because its indispensable condition is the ability to occurrence at any given moment with the
weaponry. „nieodzownym warunkiem jest zdolność wystąpienia w danej chwili orężem” like
they wrote. Existing constitutional arrangements prevented the tying of coalitions with other
countries, as well as the possibility of delayed reaction to the military operations. To cover
suicidal tendencies belonged pacifism and the tendency to anarchy. In the book, authors alluded
analogies between the First and initial years of the Second Republic, by sharply criticizing the
so called „sejmokracja” - the rules of the Sejm. They expressed their support for Jozef
Pilsudski. Ujazdowski stated that although the book was written with youthful exaggeration
but it contained the elements permanently in the works of Adolf Bochenski and in general
characteristic for conservative thought. They believed that there is a need for a strong state
power and to conduct the „imperialistic” policy („polityki imperialistycznej”), which will
actively defend the international Polish interests. Supported eastern policy of Jozef Pilsudski,
whose aim was to weakening Moscow6. Adolf Bochenski thought that it was right to carry out
The May Coup d'État by Pilsudski. In the years 1926-1927 published with his brother private
paper „Głos Zachowawczy” („Conservative Voice”), in which they supported the eastern
policy of the marshal of Poland Jozef Piłsudski.
Question of the necessity to ensure Poland's strong executive power was one of the
basic assumptions of theoretical work of Adolf Bochenski. In his first selfwritten book „Ustrój
a racja stanu” („The System and the raison d'etat”), Bocheński presented the advantages of
strong executive power. The book announced in 1928. When the public opinion were
convinced of the upcoming change of the constitution. Bocheński tried to show political system
that would allow to conduct long-term foreign policy, and therefore would make it possible to
obtain a strong position in Europe7. In Bocheński opinion condition for conducting foreign
6
7

Ibidem, p. 40.
A. Kosicka-Pajewska, Ustrój a racja stanu, Zagadnienie niezależności rządu od opinii publicznej [in:] Adolf
Bocheński o ustroju i racji stanu Rzeczypospolitej, Wyd. Sejmowe, Warszawa 2000, p. 32.
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policy according to national raison d'etat is its independence from the public opinion. „the first
and chief prerequisite here is the independence from the blind force called „public opinion”
and from the independence of the will of the incompetent, party and non-permanent majorities”
„(...) pierwszym i naczelnym warunkiem jest tutaj niezależność od ślepej siły zwanej "opinią
publiczną" i niezależność od woli niekompetentnych, partyjnych i niestałych większości
parlamentarnych" - claimed Bocheński. Compared foreign policy to the war. In his view, both
areas need a stable, strong leadership. He quoted figure of Marshal Foch who considered
„freedom of action” as the most important principle of the art of war.
In foreign policy as well as during the war very important is to be able to maintain an
action plan in secret. Commanding the army and foreign policy must have in the author's
opinion capacity to making courageous decisions and have the ability to control their
implementation. In the foreign policy as well as in the army is important to have compatible
management, in which not occurred internal quarrels. It seems that Bocheński was an opponent
of parliamentary democracy, which fundamental element is institutionalized uncertainty of the
result of the election. Warfare and foreign policy should not be, according to Bochenski,
dependent from the outcome of the election, neither of party interests. The situation in Europe
in the 30s was very different than today, therefore demands, or political and ideological
programs from 30s should not be judge from today's political perspective. For example, Poland
was in 30s new state at the map of Europe, so certain rigidity of the political system had to
seem stabilizing. Besides just began the process of retreat from democracy and adopted in
European countries more or less authoritarian forms of political systems. Author supports
implemented by Pilsudski decree of January 7, 1921. On the organization of military
authorities. According to the decree in the case of war, the total power of the army was to be
transferred to the general provided for the Commander in Chief. According to Bochenski
similar solution could be introduced in the rules of leading the foreign policy: „So why resign
with regard to the foreign policy from carrying out what was for the good of the state already
made in the military, ie. independence from the parliamentary shouters”, „Dlaczego więc
rezygnować odnośnie do polityki zagranicznej z przeprowadzenia tego, co zostało dla dobra
państwa już dokonane w wojskowości tzn. z uniezależnienia od krzykaczy sejmowych?”8 asked. Believed that the influence of parliamentarians or as he calls them „politykomans” is
unfavorable for the State. He postulated for total independence for conducting the policy from
the will of the people and 444 representatives. Claimed that the policy of the State should be
subject from „one man, from the Head of the State” „Naczelnika Państwa”.
Bochenski impossibility of foreign policy subordinated to the general public or its
representatives, explained the psychology of the crowd. He agreed with Gustave Le Bon
characteristics of public opinion, presented in the book „Psychology of the crowd”. Argued
that public opinion is unable to think logically, sensitive to words and detached images,
extreme, and childish in understanding of complex issues. The level of the crowd considered
independent from the level of constituting the crowd individuals - „Not only crowd of peasants
can applaud Mr Putka, when he will promise them mountains of gold, crowd of people with
university education, landowners, intelligence can produce yet worse collective opinions” „Nie
tylko tłum włościan potrafi oklaskiwać posła Putka, gdy będzie im obiecywał złote góry, tłum
ludzi z wykształceniem uniwersyteckim, ziemian, inteligencji potrafi wytworzyć gorsze jeszcze
opinie zbiorowe”9. Public opinion in his opinion is susceptible to propaganda, on made by
'politykomans' unrealistic promises. Individuals in the crowd lose their ability to self-rational
reasoning. Considered after Gustave Le Bon, that crowds „in general do not understand, or
understand always false”. According to the view on the public opinion, which he accepted,
8
9

Ibidem, p. 34.
Ibidem, p. 36.
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system of the state is better when government is more independent from the public opinion
based on the „unconscious instincts”, „nieświadomych instynktach” . Bochenski believed that
foreign policy is complicated area, and therefore can not be based on sentiments and radical
attitudes. Foreign policy should be conducted in a calm and moderate. Can not rely on burning
bridges. The public opinion, in turn, often understood only extreme solutions and want such
support. Is influenced by simple slogans - „eternal enemy” - „odwieczny wróg”, „do not give
the land from where our family is” - „nie oddamy ziemi skąd nasz ród”. Author of the book
„Ustrój a racja stanu ...” states, that in a democratic country where politics is subordinated to
the public only salvation is that this latter often not interested in the affairs of state completely.
Bochenski hoped that the twentieth century will be the age of retreat from the political
democracy. Another feature of the crowd which excludes the possibility of a policy based on
its willingness is the variability of opinions of the masses - change their opinion extremely
quickly and without sufficient reasons, while in other times they are not able to figure out the
issues of foreign, economic or military, policy.„... zmieniają swoją opinię niesłychanie szybko
i bez wystarczających powodów, podczas gdy kiedy indziej znów nie są wstanie zorientować
się w zagadnieniach zagranicznych, ekonomicznych czy wojskowych”10. He believed that by
giving the superiority to the majority of the nation (parliamentary democracy) must lead to the
squandering of state interests. Optimal for Poland form of government, according to Bochenski,
was „neo-monarchism”. Called for creation of a lifetime dictatorship of one man, who before
his death, shows his successor. Author was referring to Jozef Pilsudski.
Important place in the deliberation over the Polish international affairs in Bocheński
analysis are systemic regulations, which are decisive factor for „independence” and the stability
of the state on the international stage11. Has been questioned democratic constitutional doctrine
as unstable and subordinated to the masses. „Demagoguery and the pursuit of popularity that
are inherent properties of democratic politics are incompatible with the nature of foreign
policy” „Demagogia i dążenie do popularności będące stałymi właściwościami polityki
demokratycznej pozostają w sprzeczności z naturą polityki zagranicznej” - as mentioned12.
According to publicist, the public opinion and political parties that determine the position of
parliament usually have false beliefs about the foreign policy issues.
THE DECLARATION OF „POLITYKA” - IDEOLOGICAL PROGRAM CLARIFICATION
In 1938, the editorial staff of „Polityka” ideological and organizational heiress of „Myśl
mocarstwowa” issued ideological and programmatic declaration on the title „Polska idea
imperialna” (Polish imperialistic idea)13. The Declaration was the work results of: Jerzy
Giedroyc, Adolf and Aleksander Bocheński, Stanisław Skwarczyński and Kazimierz
Studentowicz. Above mentioned Declaration had the nature of the official program position of
that environment. In a statement, they said that the State, like the Church without dogma,
company without individual initiatives can not function well without a strong government.
The government, according to the authors to be able to ensure the safety of the citizens of the
state must be sufficiently strong - „There can not be State without a strong government. One
of the principal objectives of the state is to ensure public safety against physical violence on
both: the outside and the internal relations” (Nie może istnieć państwo bez silnego rządu.
Jednym z zasadniczych celów państwa jest zapewnienie społeczeństwu bezpieczeństwa przed
gwałtem fizycznym zarówno na zewnątrz, jak i w stosunkach wewnętrznych). They believed
Ibidem, p. 40.
K. M. Ujazdowski, op cit., Empiryzm metody ustrojowej [in:] Żywotność konserwatyzmu. Idee polityczne
Adolfa Bocheńskiego, p. 49.
12
Ibidem, p. 50
13
Ibidem, Polska idea imperialna [in:] Żywotność konserwatyzmu. Idee polityczne Adolfa Bocheńskiego, p. 65.
10
11
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that the individual must give up the particles of freedom to get even more freedom than had
before. Young conservatives perceive the possibility of abuse of power by an individual and
the need for appropriate safeguards that protect individual freedom. The group of „Polityka”
as a source of cultural values considered Catholicism. They claimed that it is associated with
the West and Poland leading the way between individualism and collectivism. The cultural
value of Catholicism had to rely on the determination of certain roads of proceedings. Catholic
worldview considered, however, as contrary to the private selfishness, and also to national
egoism. Therefore, the young conservatives admitted the right to state to every nation. Contrary
to the views presented in declaration would be also to expand its own statehood at the expense
of other nations. Polish state they regarded as 'national instrument' designed to serve not only
the development of the Polish nation, but the development of the existence of all humanity.
Polish historical mission was to be, according to the imperialist concept, building strong state
organism, spreading Christian civilization. Postulate put forward when the Polish neighbors
were the two countries with totalitarian political system: Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union.
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INTRODUCTION:
Social type Darwinism, in the sense we offer, means more than blind selection and the
struggle for existence. The cultural type developments are much different from the biologically
determined ones. Cultural change occurs in a straight line and not through mutation. Also
cultural change is based on information transmitted from person to person, within the family
and community. The culture is the essential element in the creation, preservation and
transmission of human knowledge. By culture is preserved and passed on the baggage of human
knowledge. Information support will be for long a long time the spoken word, the cultures
being oral ones. With the advent of written support and book, the accumulation of knowledge
is more easily to be stored and transmitted. Unlike animals and plants, man is an awakened
being, holding a self-consciousness, which puts it in a unique position in relation to himself
and the world.
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THE CONTENT OF DEBATE:
A feature of capitalism is the constant social change, its development is based on certain
“social Darwinism” accumulations type. We will detail the content of the debate on the
development of human morality inside the social evolution. The first thing we have to say is
that there is no sign of equality between social Darwinism and the biologic type1. Although in
the analysis of social type human development was borrowed the term “Darwinism”, in this
context, this term has a different connotation, covering another beach of linguistic and even
scientific understanding. Biological Darwinism assumes a natural selection that is performed
on two capabilities of nature, namely variation and heredity2. “Using examples from the animal
and plants world, Darwin shows that the genetic mutation is responsible for the evolution of
nature, and it occurs as a result of a complex and continuous adaptation process, developed
over thousands of years”3. Biological development seems to be a game of nature with the
human being, a game at the end of which the biological features change and improve. Nature
is the fundamental element under whose influence biologically evolves the human being. The
genetic mutation is responsible for the biological development and the biological accumulation
process occurs following a deep effort of adaptation to the environment of the human being. In
the biological development, according to Darwin's theory, the following principles operate 4,
simultaneously: variation (present in all life), heredity (the force transmitting organic forms
similar from one generation to another) and the struggle for existence (which determines the
variations what will prove favorable within a given environment, thus changing the species by
selective breeding). The natural selection underlies the development of individuals and species.
Life of beings goes and produces under this continuous battle for existence. The best and fittest
overcomes. Unlike the biological Darwinism, the social one involves the social type selection
and the social change under the influence of the same law of natural selection, which occurs
within a typical human element, different from the animal world that is human morality. The
social type Darwinism, in the sense we offer, means more than blind selection and struggle for
existence. The cultural type developments are much different from the biologically determined
ones. Cultural change occurs in a straight line and not through mutation. Also cultural change
is based on the information transmitted from person to person, into family and collectivity.
Culture is the essential element in the creation, preservation and transmission of human
knowledge. By culture is preserved and passed on the baggage of human knowledge. The
information support will be for a long time the spoken word, cultures being oral ones. With the
advent of written support and book, the accumulation of knowledge is much easier to transmit
and store. Unlike animals and plants, man is an awakened being, holding a self-consciousness,
which puts it in a unique position in relation to himself and the world. We, humans, are creators
of culture and on this basis we are creators of civilization. Capitalism is a civilizing construction
phase which is based on a unique culture, the culture of Western man. “I” or self-consciousness
distinguishes man from animal. There are no genetic mutations and jumps in social type
development or social type Darwinism. Culture develops civilization directly and closely
interrelated. Cultural type accumulations cause and support civilizing type accumulation.
Moral, self-consciously man and with a system of values, appears with the associative
dimension of our being, with the awareness of the “other”5. Order and social organization is an
ongoing search project6.
Claude Lévi-Strauss, Race and history, Fides Publishing House, Iași, 2001, p. 19
Dorel Dumitru Chirițescu, Faces of currency. A debate about money universality, European Institute Publishing
House, Iași, 2015, p. 38
3
Ibidem, p. 37
4
Britannica Concise Encyclopedia, Litera Publishing House, București, 2009, p. 637
5
Dorel Dumitru Chirițescu, Op. Cit., p. 37
6
Ibidem, p. 42-43
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Fukuyama points out that man is fundamentally different from animals because he
wants the attention of other people, he wants to be recognized as a human being, i.e. a being
with dignity and value. Human morality is a fundamental element that should not be understood
as an impediment in the way of the battle for performance and evolution. On the contrary,
human morality must be interpreted as the basis for evolution and human development. If we
extrapolate from the animal world, this set of rules of conduct should tell us that animals have
a moral of their own. But we know so little about this kind of morality that we cannot have a
debate on animal moral. We often ask why some countries are rich and others poor, why whole
geographical or cultural spaces differ so much from other spaces. Is social evolution an
accidental phenomenon or a phenomenon which takes place according to certain rules and
laws? Is there a social Darwinism, namely a set of laws by which people build the social reality?
Why these social constructions differ so much from one era to another and from one geographic
area to another? Can we say that man in his becoming, copies nature as part of nature in its
infinite expansion? Karl Popper seizes in Heraclitus “a tendency to represent the laws of
development as cyclic laws”7.
Cyclicality is a universal law of evolution talked about, as it turns out, even by the
ancient philosophers. Mihail Drăgănescu links undulation or human development of the social
world. “It can be said that the undulation could have a favorable effect on human life, on the
variety of life, as well as on society as a whole, taking into account the wave nature of many
processes in nature, biological paces of human and maybe the rhythms necessary for social
life”8. Romanian scholar brings the debate towards the social and human society, considering
them subject to the same universal principles of cyclicality and undulation. Georges Bataille,
in turn, confirms the link between the expansionary, infinity development of the material,
physical world, and the development of the social world in the same frameworks. He insists on
the fact that: “there is no growth in the general plan, but only under all possible forms, a
luxurious waste of energy. The history of life on earth is, above all, the effect of a wild
exuberance; the predominant event is the development of luxury, the production of lifeforms
increasingly more expensive”9. All this happens in a cycle of austerity, waste. The quoted
author adds: “The alternation between austerity that accumulates and the waste that spreads is
the usual pace in the energy use. Only the relative austerity and the lack of waste allow the
growth of force systems which are the living beings and societies”10. The author’s reference is
more than clear to the human society as a force system. Also paces in the energy use are given
to us and we cannot influence them. Not only does the man use such energy but the entire
universe. The social world is evolving after the principles of nature. Therefore we judge the
economy only in the general context of social sciences and social sciences in the general
context of human knowledge and nature. We say this because any effort of rationalization and
optimization is based on social laws, which have the same type of evolution, undulation, being
directly linked through human to the physical laws. Today, we know that human behavior itself
can be quantified and mathematically evolved through the probability calculus and the law of
large numbers. It means that man, human mind and human mind constructs fall through
mathematics in the universal harmony. Human constructions that do not meet this condition
can be declared as artificial and disappear sooner or later. Socialism is a classic example of
unnatural construction, which disappeared as not being able to be framed in balanced walk of
social universe. Socialism is not an experiment, necessarily against human nature, but an
experiment against the universal social dynamics. By violating the right to faith in God and the
Karl Popper, Open society and its enemies, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 2005, p. 38
Mihail Drăgănescu, System and civilization, Politică Publishing House, Bucureşti, 1976, p. 127
9
Georges Bataille, The cursed part, European Institute Publishing House, Iaşi, 1994, p. 35
10
Ibidem
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right to property, man was deprived of his two dimensions: “to have” and “to be”. People and
things, everything is deified and follow the same laws. When we talk about a social experiment
as being “natural” or not, we refer just to the system of thinking that I mentioned.
A social fact, an institution, an event corresponds to the nature if it falls or responds to
the mechanism of action/reaction of the laws of society. This mechanism for the existence and
operation of social laws was created and checked in thousands of years of human being
existence. A social fact, a social institution, is natural to the extent that it is natural/normal,
coming, consuming and disappearing after the theory principles of universal undulation. A
social fact, an institution, is natural to the extent that is developed, naturally appeared, evolves
and disappears as a matter of course. We are talking here in nature and also in society about a
dialectic evolution, that of changing the parameters due to the accumulation. The social
Darwinism we invoke is not a science or a category that has said the last word in understanding
the social evolution of human kind. On the contrary, borrowing the concepts and work
apparatus of Darwin, used to explain the emergence and development of the living world, we
easily understand the mechanisms of human evolution. Social and economic cyclicality can be
more easily understood and explained in the context of cyclicality and universal physical
evolution.
The use of mathematical apparatus is only a beginning to understanding the social
dimension of human nature. We expect further progress, just starting from the grounds we have
exposed. “... at one time or another of the development of social sciences, it will certainly create
a bridge to the biological sciences; only then will be able to really speak of the beginning of a
scientific study of human nature”11. A unifying theory of the two major fields of human life physical world, nature and society - is expected in the future. For now, we start the judgment
and economic analysis, lacking a demonstration, from the blatant similarity of both worlds and
we consider man as being in the center of the social life, but also of the physical and material
world. Consequently, we can talk about a social Darwinism to the extent that some of the
principles on which Darwin has built his theories about the evolution of biological human life,
may also be valid in the social construction, in the evolution of human society. The historical
change is really a development where the strongest, best equipped and who has capacity to
adapt to the outside world and life can resist. A natural selection is also in the social world
causing and leading to higher forms of behavior and expression. Social Darwinism assumes
the accumulation within the organization and social form of human existence. Social
Darwinism is also a formula to unite the two worlds that we talk about. The cycle is
fundamental element, the basic formula in the development of the living world, but also of the
physical and material world. We also discuss about the product life cycle in the economy, in
the enterprise level, microeconomics, but also about the macroeconomic cycle that is the basis
of functioning of the national economy and even the world economy. Cyclicality is not simply
a philosophical formulation of Vasile Conta in his work “Theory of universal undulation”. It is
an established reality that occurs as a result of an analysis of the economy and society, along
the whole known history. “People are deeply affected by what surrounds them”12. Human
nature is in the center of a complex determinism, nature and society that we can understand,
just by understood the laws. Essentially it is a double process of knowledge, self-knowledge,
where man participates voluntarily, as being aware of his own existence. The circle closes in
favor of man through knowledge, through questions to which he seeks and finds answers. We
know now more about the physical world and we also know a lot about human nature and his
social organization, about human moral, Man, by nature, it is cause and effect, it is an active or
David Miller - co., Blackwell Encyclopedia of political thinking, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 2000,
p. 524
12
Ibidem, p. 518
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passive participant in this process of building society after the principles of physical world. By
human and human nature, the physical world extends its rules in social life. Man is also, from
this point of view, an intermediate interface. Cyclicality acts in all economic systems,
regardless of their nature13. Everything is subject and runs after the Theory principals of
universal undulation, viewed by Vasile Conta. Economic cyclicality is related to the
organization of the economy; to system of distribution, ownership, division and position of
people in in relation to ownership or possession of production factors or the labor results. The
economy functions like an accordion, on the principle of expansion - withdrawal, in any
conditions. The more is erroneous the opinion of “Austrians” that consider economic
cyclicality as due to the use of paper money14. Their opinion is that cyclicality, economic crises,
inflation and deflation are economic phenomena specific to paper money.
I put the phrase “social Darwinism” in quotes because we must say that social type
developments have their unique characteristics, very different from the way biological
phenomena evolve. The social phenomenon, society is ultimately a human construction, in
accordance with the directions that lead man. As Durkheim also says “The social fact is
characterized by its externality to individual consciences (...), society is made up of social facts
that manifest through free will, without any interference of human subjectivity”. Descartes
believes that: “The reason or faculty to judge well, as it is the only one that uplifts us and
distinguishes us from animals, I believe it is whole in each of us”15. The quoted author also
highlights a number of precepts that make the logic. The first one is that of “not receiving as
true a thing of which I have not obviously assured as being this that, i.e. to carefully remove
the haste and prejudice and to include in my judgments only what would present to the mind
so clear and precise so that I have no opportunity to question it”16. The principle enunciated
principle regards the need to divide each of the difficulties that we face in necessary and
possible parts to unravel them better. “The third is to guide my thoughts in order, starting with
the simplest things and more easily to know, to slowly, gradually climb until knowing the most
complex ones, even assuming order between each other, which do not precede naturally one
over each other”17. The last stated principle regards the need “to have everywhere so complete
enumerations and so general revisions as to be sure I missed nothing”18. Descartes anticipates
the philosophy presented about the world and the economic world, which involves thinking as
a whole, made up of an infinite number of elements in constant motion and interrelation.
Descartes' world is a logical and predictable one, because man is a logical and predictable being
in his essences, endowed with reason, or the ability to distinguish right from wrong and to fight
for imposing good. It is good to understand these foundations of human thought and action
because only then we can understand the effort of social construction and, ultimately, the
human effort to change our world. We use today mathematics in the social sciences, but also in
physics, precisely because mathematics can be successfully used in both sides. There is
rationality of divine creation as there is a rationality of human creation. We could say that we
live in the most perfect of all possible worlds. Descartes speaks in this work “The world” about
nature rather than as a “goddess”, but nature means the matter itself, governed by its own laws
in its existence19. The premise of the existence of human rationality in the ongoing effort of
social construction developed the notion that “social is an intrinsic part of the universe, whose
Paul Samuelson, Economics, Fourth Edition, Mc Graw-Hill Book Company, 1958, p. 251-266
Jörg Guido Hülsmann, Ethics of Money Production, Publishing House of “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of
Iași, 2012, p. 10
15
René Descartes, Discourse on Method, Mondero Publishing House, Bucharest, 1999, p. 8
16
Ibidem, p. 24
17
Ibidem
18
Ibidem
19
René Descartes, The world, IRI Publishing House, Bucharest, 2003, p. 51
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knowledge is made by models of rational mechanics”20, supported by Spiru Haret. The use of
material laws in studying the social phenomenon is not a new scientific practice. Haret has
developed a series of social laws, inspired from the physical ones, including: “All social
phenomena are continuous (...) as long as the conditions that they produce in are not
changing”21. He also introduces the concept of “social elasticity” showing that any social
deformed body has a natural tendency to return to its original shape under the effect of “inner
forces that ensure the greatest or lowest cohesion of the body” (Studies, 2001 111). According
to the author, there is no perfectly elastic social meal or entirely devoid of elasticity. In this
context, we emphasize how Haret defines the social change. This is the effect occurring after a
shock that no longer allows the social system to return to the previous form. This shock has
exceeded the limit of elasticity of the system. As the physical world is made up of a reunion of
atoms found in constant dependence to the outside world and their own laws of motion and
“the society and social body is a reunion of individuals subject on the one hand to their mutual
actions, on the other to many external actions” (Studies, 2001, 39). The individual is the
fundamental element of social composition because it is indivisible. “He plays that role for the
social body that the atom plays for a material body” (Studies, 2001, 39). Spiru Haret shows
how the mobile of the whole human existence, and therefore of the social construction,
regardless of its level of development, is the human happiness and the man’s battle in search
of his own happiness. Here, Haret is not far from Freud's conception, according to which the
mobiles of human existence are the pleasure and happiness and the man fiercely looks for them
although more or less consciously. Because of this, the social development is a continuous
battle without respite. The perfect social balance is an unattainable dream because social
movement is continuous.
CONCLUSIONS:
The effort of social construction is thus subsumed to the conscious and rational human
action. As we think about the social construction, we cannot imagine a world where people do
not have the same referential system, the same thoughts and the same purposes. If people’s
purposes would be different, then the results in the battle with rarity would be different, only
that the purposes are the same for all people. We start in understanding these developments
from the objective human effort, assumed and permanently present in his concerns to build a
better world, the best of all possible worlds.

Constantin Schifirneț, in preface to Spiru Haret, Social mechanics, Gramar Publishing House, Bucharest, 2001,
IX
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Spiru Haret, Social mechanics, Gramar Publishing House, Bucharest, 2001, pp. 30-31
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CULTURE IS GENERALLY ALL MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES CREATED
BY HUMANITY AND INSTITUTIONS DEALING WITH THE COMMUNICATION
OF THESE VALUES. A MAN OF CULTURE IS SOMEONE THAT HAS A HIGH
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1. INTRODUCTION
The word culture comes from the Latin word "colere" meaning "to cultivate" and
generally refers to human activity1. Culture sums up the distinctive features of a society or
social group: spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional.
Culture is a legacy that is transmitted using specific ways of communication: words,
writing, arts, mass media (press, radio, television) etc. Similarly transmit and gestures, rituals,
religion. Culture can be acquired through subjective memory (reflexes, words, pictures) but
also by objective memory (objects, pictures, books, numbers, rules)2.

1
2

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultur%C4%83
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Organizational culture is a "way of life" for members. The culture of an organization
becomes clear, distinct, only when compared with other organizations or when is subject to
change. Because culture involves assumptions, values and basic beliefs, it tends to be fairly
stable over time. A culture is well established, it can withstand while even staff turnover,
ensuring social continuity.
The content of organizational culture depends on internal factors and external factors
of the organization. Internal culture can support innovation, risk-taking or secret of
information. External organizational culture can support customer satisfaction.
Organizational culture influences the company's performance and satisfaction of its
members.
2. DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
In a country, there may be four categories of cultures3:
 national culture;
 economic culture;
 culture branches of economic activity;
 organizational culture.
"Organizational culture resides in all values, beliefs, aspirations, expectations and
behaviors, shaped over time in each organization, prevailing and conditions its direct and
indirect functionality and performance"4.
The elements that influence quality of work, enterprise performance are considered to
be the following5:
 organizational culture;
 leadership;
 strength.
Culture assumes the existence of rituals, symbols, traditions. Employees, that working
for a long time in an organization tend to keep traditions, while new employees tend to change
its. An organizational culture that leads now the enterprise performance will improve old
practices while keeping the spirit of tradition6.
Organizational culture that leads to the success of an enterprise is not just a management
technique implemented, but it is a way of life for successful company7.
The components which influence organizational culture are considered to be the
following8:
a. the history of the company - which includes information about the set up and
development of the company from formation to date;
b. the owners, which can be represented by a person or group persons and / or
organizations;
c. company managers, continuous and substantial influencing organizational culture;
d. the employees of the company, which is a determinant of organizational culture;

Nicolescu, O., Verboncu, I. - Fundamentele managementului organizaţiei, manual virtual
Nicolescu, O., Verboncu, I. - Fundamentele managementului organizaţiei, manual virtual, Capitolul 6, p. 4
5
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 21
6
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 21
7
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 28
8
Nicolescu, O., Verboncu, I. - Fundamentele managementului organizaţiei, manual virtual, Capitolul 6, p. 10-11
3
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e. company size, expressed as the amount of capital, the number of personnel,
turnover;
f. equipment and technology used in the enterprise, refers to the availability of
equipment and technologies used and performance;
g. computerization activities;
h. the economic situation of the enterprise;
i. phase lifecycle of enterprise activity;
j. purpose and objectives of the company, which is intertwined with the aims and
objectives of employees, this being essential to remodeling organizational culture;
k. enterprise management system, by its nature, has a strong influence over
organizational culture;
l. legal-institutional environment includes all laws, ordinances, institutions which the
state holds in each country;
m. the economic environment of the enterprise reflects the functionality and
performance of the national economy;
n. the national culture in which the business operates.
There is certainly a culture of success, a cooperative environment where all employees are
concerned with the success of others; the success of a colleague causes the feeling of personal
fulfillment. The essential element of a culture of success is communication based on trust.
Thus, employees trust managers on their commitment to the vision and value of the
organization, and managers trust the honesty of his subordinates9.
3. MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE IN ROMANIAN
ENTERPRISES
Organizational culture leads to economic and social effectiveness, adaptability of the
company in the current competitive context10. Organizational culture represents for an
enterprise what is for a person the individual personality, which have the visible and less visible
aspects but provide vision, purpose, direction and energy to the development11.
Management of organizational culture, as method of management aims maintaining
and improving or introducing (if is not already in business) of what is defined as being culture
of success.
The management that implements in enterprise a culture of success gets results as12:
 employees are no longer concerned about the number of hours they spent
working for the enterprise;
 wages that they receive for their work is not so motivating and whether or not
pass;
 increases loyalty to the company they works for;
 become irrelevant items as: the size of the office or the parking of the car.
The companies that have already implemented a culture of success create a pleasant
atmosphere, employees like to work together and fulfill tasks teams, workgroups.
A culture of success grows in enterprises where employees from all hierarchical levels
feel that they are all important to the organization.
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 37
10
Gănescu, C. - Cultura organizațională și competitivitatea, Editura Universitară, București, 2011, p. 9
11
Năstase, M. - Cultura organizațională și managerială, cursuri în format digital, Biblioteca digitală ASE, Cap. 1,
p. 1
12
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 39
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When organizational culture is not a factor of progress for the enterprise, it must be
applied this method of management - management of organizational culture, which involves
improving or changing corporate culture, for obtaining of an organizational culture of success.
The main elements that must be taken into account when implementing in an enterprise
a culture of success are the following13:
- changes in the organization's culture cannot be imposed;
- company employees must be willing to change their beliefs;
- eliminate fear factor leading to higher levels of trust and communication;
- managers on all hierarchical levels must be involved in implementing culture of
success in the enterprise;
- it is necessary to implement the current management principles that have
demonstrated their effectiveness;
- cultural change can take between two and six years, but may be quicker if
unexpected events occur to accelerate this process.
Human Synergistics România14 realized a study entitled "Organizational culture in
Romanian companies". The study was realized in order to discover and highlight the specifics
of organizational culture in companies in Romania.
The data come from 34 companies that have gone through stages of analysis of their
organizational culture, its implications and change programs were developed. It was found that
there are three categories of organizational culture: constructive, passive-defensive and
aggressive-defensive.
Enterprises applying a constructive organizational culture there is concern for the
future and satisfaction of employees, to better the quality and excellence. Prevailing attitudes
are to remove obstacles, to cooperate with others and to maximize their own potential and that
of the team. Culture is based on results, organizations do things well and value the employees
who fix and achieve their own goals.
Enterprises that applying a passive-defensive organizational culture shows concern for
employee safety, to avoid risks. By passive employees avoid personal exposure to risk. In these
organizations, employees consider that they need to interact with others in a defensive manner
that does not threaten their own safety.
Aggressive-defensive organizational culture, applied by enterprises generates concern
of the employees towards personal and emotional security. The concern is to protect their
personal status, position, personal image both in public and to him. This concern manifests
especially through interaction with the workload, by tackling forcefully, competitive a task. In
cultured aggressive-defensive type expects employees to approach their tasks in force to protect
their status and security.
Three trends are considered in the organizational culture of Romanian enterprises15.
The first trend is the competitiveness exaggerated. Here everything spins around "win" or
"lose". Employees, constantly try to prove that they are better than their colleagues, not
necessarily in fulfilling business objectives. Any idea once expressed it becomes law and is
willing to defend it at any cost. If they lose the dispute, they prefer to withdraw than to concede
defeat.
This behavior may seem natural, but it is not. And, especially, it is not useful. At the
employee level, generates stress and conflict, and at the enterprise produces the dissolution of
Dygert, B. Ch., Jacobs, A. R. – Managementul culturii organizaționale: pași spre succes, Editura Polirom, 2006,
p. 100
14
http://customer.kinecto.ro/HumanSynergistics/Cultura%20organizationala%20in%20companiile%20romanesti
.pdf Human Synergistics România - Cultura organizațională în companiile românești ~ analize și tendințe ~
15
http://customer.kinecto.ro/HumanSynergistics/Cultura%20organizationala%20in%20companiile%20romanesti
.pdf Human Synergistics România - Cultura organizațională în companiile românești ~ analize și tendințe ~
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the organization, dividing them into camps and polarization even after strictly personal
interests.
The second trend is conventionalism. Romanian companies have a great deal of
conventional, that is starting to be and apparent respect for rules and procedures. The rules
become more important than ideas.
Lack of conventional means not repeated violation of the rules, but the realization that
their role is to assist the work, and when they do not, they must be changed.
The third trend is self-development. Romanian companies have a high level of
orientation towards the future, for the better, to quality, to overcome creative obstacles.
CONCLUSIONS
Implement the Management of organizational culture in Romanian companies’ means
implementing a culture of success in business. The culture of a company directly affects its
profit.
Culture of success is not a temporary strategy but a permanent way of life of the
enterprise that transforms forever the enterprise, as the organization itself and its employees.
Applying organizational culture management, the company is transforming from a
controlled environment in an entrepreneurial environment, democratic.
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Abstract:

THE BIRTH OF THE INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN MOVEMENT AND
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW (IHL) REPRESENTS THE EFFORTS
MADE BY GENEVA, WHO FOR SEVERAL YEARS ORGANIZED INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES DURING WHICH CONVENTIONS WERE ADOPTED, JOINED BY
MORE AND MORE STATES. THESE LEGISLATIVE ACTS ADOPTED COMMON
PROCEDURES TO BE APPLIED AND RESPECTED BY ALL SIGNATORY STATES,
ESPECIALLY DURING WARTIME. THROUGH THEM THE NEUTRALITY OF AID
COMPANIES AND THEIR STAFF, THE WOUNDED AND SICK WAS DECLARED,
AS WELL AS THEIR PROTECTION. THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
IN GENEVA (1863) IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT BECAUSE THE
LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS ADOPTED WERE THE STARTING POINT FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW AND FORM THE
BASIS OF LEGISLATION OF THE OTHER CONFERENCES, AND ASO BECAUSE
DURING IT THE RED CROSS HUMANITARIAN MOVEMENT WAS CREATED.
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If international law is "all the legal rules governing relations that are established in the
international society” 1, international humanitarian law is "all the rules as conventional and
customary law applicable between countries and relations between states and other subjects of
international and domestic law, applicable to international and internal armed conflict and that
tend, for humanitarian reasons, to limit the effects of these conflicts"2. International

1
2

Miga-Beşteliu, 1998, p. 1.
Onica-Jarka 2010, p. 11.
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humanitarian law is also known as the laws of war, laws and habits of war or armed conflict
laws3.
Under the name of the Geneva Convention we understand a set of four treaties that set
the standards of international law on humanitarian issues, the current Geneva Convention being
the result of the process undertaken between 1864-19494.
The first International Conference in Geneva took place in 1863 and is of particular
importance in at least two respects: firstly because legislative provisions adopted were the
starting point for the development of international humanitarian law and forms the basis of
legislation for the other conferences and, secondly, because during it the Red Cross
humanitarian movement was created5.
The father of the international Red Cross movement is Swiss businessman Henry
Dunant (1828-1910), who after the battle of Solferino (24 June 1859), considered one of the
bloodiest battles of the nineteenth century, brought to public attention the need to create a
voluntary society to help the wounded and the signing of international agreements regarding
both the injured and the caregivers6. H. Dunant had the misfortune to arrive on the battlefield
after the battle, the image of corpses piled and wounded calling for help that they had no one
else to receive it, determined him that for three days straight to help the unfortunate wounded,
his example being followed by other volunteers inspired by his exhortation "Siamo tutti fratelli"
(we are all brothers) from his care benefiting both the French and their enemies 7. Coming to
France for a business meeting with Napoleon III, Durant returned to Switzerland where, to
escape the nightmarish images remaining in mind, wrote a book called A memory of Solferino,
which he published with his money in November 1862, then sent it to the royal families of
Europe, military and political leaders, philanthropists and friends in order to sensitize the
presentation of those horrors of war8. But his book is of particular importance in the idea that
each country during peacetime, should start a company of volunteers to help the wounded in
wartime and an international agreement to provide a neutral status as wounded and as
caretakers. The resounding success of the book and the ideas has made, on 9 February 1863,
the Public Utility Company in Geneva, led by lawyer Gustave Moynier, to adopt the ideas of
H. Dunant and to create a committee chaired by General Guillaume Henri Dufour, with the
following members: Gustave Moynier, Henry Dunant, dr. Théodore Maunoir and dr. Louis
Appia9. The "Comité des Cinq", which will take the name "International Committee for the aid
of injured soldiers", turned in 1875 into "the International Committee of the Red Cross", and
would convene, in October 26th 1863, an international conference in Geneva10.
This conference was attended by representatives from 16 countries and four
philanthropic institutions, which adopted a resolution of 10 articles and, independently of these,
three vows. Article 1 specified that "every country has a committee whose mandate is to
Dogaru 2013, f.p.
Ibidem.
5
Résolution de la Conférence international de Genève, 26 au 29 octobre 1863, Introduction, in Manuel de la
Croix-Rouge internationale, 1971, pp. 377-379, available at
https://www.icrc.org/dih/INTRO/115?OpenDocument, http://www.patrigest.ch/CICR-1863.pdf, accessed on
17.08.2015.
6
Originea şi istoria mişcării de Cruce Roşie şi Semiluna Roşie, available at http://www.crucearosie.ro/desprenoi/originea-si-istoria-miscarii-de-cruce-rosie-si-semiluna-rosie.html, accessed on 17.08.2015.
7
Ibidem.
8
Originea şi istoria mişcării de Cruce Roşie şi Semiluna Roşie, available at http://www.crucearosie.ro/desprenoi/originea-si-istoria-miscarii-de-cruce-rosie-si-semiluna-rosie.html, accessed on 17.08.2015.
9
Résolution de la Conférence international de Genève, 26 au 29 octobre 1863, Introduction, in Manuel de la
Croix-Rouge
internationale,
1971,
pp.
377-379,
disponibil
la
https://www.icrc.org/dih/INTRO/115?OpenDocument, http://www.patrigest.ch/CICR-1863.pdf, available at
17.08.2015.
10
Ibidem.
3
4
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compete in time of war, if there is room, by all means in his power, to the health service of
armies" Article 3 stipulated understanding between these companies and the government,
Article 4 refers to the necessity, during peacetime, to procure all material considered useful for
helping the wounded and the formation and training of voluntary nurses, Articles 5, 6 and 7
refer to the activity of nurses which, in the event of war, were subordinated to military
commanders, the military authorities whose task is to help them with medical supplies and
places to house the wounded11. Article 8 adopted the hallmark of health professionals
consisting of a red cross on a white background, and Article 9 stated the possibility of assembly
for committees and sections of the various signatories in an international congress in which to
communicate their experiences and to take action in the interest of their work12. The three vows
strengthened the insurance of protection for relief committees, and proclaimed neutrality in
wartime by all warring nations for ambulances, hospitals, medical personnel official, voluntary
nurses, the injured and the people who helped the latter.
These resolutions adopted at the first conference on international humanitarian law are
of particular importance in that they define the doctrinal underpinnings and businesses on
which were founded the first national societies of the Red Cross, and that served as the
constitutive charter until the adoption of the statutes of the international Red Cross in 192813.
The Geneva Convention of 22 August 1864 met in order to adopt a convention on
improving the situation of wounded soldiers in armed conflict and was attended by 57
countries. The conference took place from 8 to 22 August 1864 and adopted 10 articles, of
which the most important related to the obligation to treat the injured regardless of nationality,
the neutrality of health personnel and establishments and the hallmark of the Red Cross14. Note
that on 18 November 1874 Romania as well accedes to this Convention15.
The International Conference of June 11th 1906 was organized by the Swiss
government and was aimed at replacing the 1864 Convention with a new one based on the
proposals of the International Committee of the Red Cross16. This conference was attended by
35 countries. The convention was divided into 8 chapters (Wounded and sick; Formations and
health institutions; Staff; Material; Convoys of evacuation; Hallmark; Application and
enforcement of the convention; Retaliation, abuse and offenses) and 33 articles.
Novelties of this convention concern the transmission of information on the wounded,
sick and deceased (art. 4), burial or cremation of the dead (art. 3), the obligation to repatriate
the wounded who cannot attend the fight was transformed into recommendation and, most
importantly, for the first time it expressly recognized first aid societies17. This Convention was
signed by Romania and its provisions remained in force until 1970, although it was superseded
by the 1929 Convention.
Hague Regulations of 1899 and 1907 contained provisions on the treatment of prisoners
of war, but after the First World War was considered that these must be completed or modified,
war realities calling for new provisions. This was achieved by the Geneva Convention of 1929,
which was based on proposals of the International Committee of the Red Cross. The
Manualul mişcării internaţionale a Crucii Roşii şi a Semilunii Roşii , Geneva, 2011, pp. 537-538, available at
https://www.icrc.org/fre/assets/files/publications/icrc-001-0962.pdf, accessed on 18.08.2015.
12
Ibidem.
13
Ibidem, pp. 537-538.
14
Convention de Genève du 22 août 1864 pour l'amélioration du sort des militaires blessés dans les armées en
campagne. Genève, 22 août 1864, disponibil la https://www.icrc.org/applic/ihl/dih.nsf/ART/12040010?OpenDocument, accessed on 19.08.2015
15
Ibidem.
16
Convention pour l'amélioration du sort des blessés et malades dans les armées en campagne. Genève, 6
juillet 1906, available at https://www.icrc.org/applic/ihl/dih.nsf/ART/180-170035?OpenDocument, accessed on
19.08.2015.
17
Ibidem.
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Convention consists of 97 Articles and as annex a model agreement for direct repatriation and
hospitalization of the wounded in neutral countries18.
The Geneva Conventions of 1949 ended with four treaties: Convention I - for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field;
Convention II - for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked
Members of Armed Forces at Sea; Convention III - concerning the Treatment of Prisoners of
War; Convention IV - on protection of civilian persons in time of war.
Geneva Convention II of August 12th 1949 was divided into 9 chapters and 64 articles,
final provisions (10 articles) and 2 annexes19, as follows: Chapter I (General Provisions)
includes 11 articles; Chapter II (Wounded and Sick) 7 items; Chapter III (Formations and
Establishments) 5 items; Chapter IV (Personnel) 9 items; Chapter V (Buildings and
equipment) 2 items; Chapter VI (Sanitary Transportation) 3 items; Chapter VII (Hallmark)
7 items; Chapter VIII (Execution of Convention) 4 articles; Chapter IX (Repression of abuses
and infractions) 6 items; Final dispositions 10 articles (Language, signature, ratification and
entry into force, links to previous conventions, adhesions, adhesions notification, effective
immediately, reporting, registration with the United Nations); Annex I (Draft agreement on
sanitary zones and localities) with 13 articles and Annex II - Model identity card for medical
and religious personnel attached to armies.
All these agreements signed during or after the work of international conferences held
in Geneva in 1863, 1864, 1906, 1929 and 1949 managed to regulate and legitimize the
humanitarian efforts of aid help set up in different countries. But the most important
achievement remains the birth of the Red Cross humanitarian movement, which in a short time
managed to engage countries across the globe. Through the work of the International
Committee of the Red Cross, countries have been sensitized and made to understand that people
must respect each other during wartime, not only in peacetime and the horrors of war can be
reduced by measures to preserve the dignity of the person, especially in cases where the wounds
of war seriously affect a person's physical possibilities and he is forced to depend on others. In
this respect humanitarian law is intertwined with human rights.

Convention relative au traitement des prisonniers de guerre. Genève, 27 juillet 1929, available at
https://www.icrc.org/applic/ihl/dih.nsf/ART/305-430099?OpenDocument, accessed on 20.08.2015
19
Convenţia de la Geneva pentru îmbunătăţirea sorţii răniţilor şi bolnavilor din forţele armate în campanie, din
12 august 1949, pp. 1-26, available at
http://www.crucearosie.ro/uploads/images/Conventia%20de%20la%20Geneva%20pdfuri/Conventia%20de
%20la%20Geneva%20I.pdf, accessed on 21.08.2015
18
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Abstract:

OLTENIE EST UN DOMAINE IMPORTANT ET GRATIFIANT D'INTERET
SCIENTIFIQUE SUR LE PLAN DE L'ONOMASTIQUE. COMME VOUS LE SAVEZ,
C'EST LA SEULE REGION DE NOTRE PAYS, NOUS AVONS AUJOURD'HUI UN
DICTIONNAIRE COMPLET TOPONYMIQUE ETABLI PAR TOUTES LES REGLES
DE LA SCIENCE TOPONYMIQUE EQUIPE DE L'INSTITUT DE LINGUISTIQUE DE
L'UNIVERSITE DE BUCAREST ET CRAIOVA. LE TRAVAIL A ETE CONÇU ET
COORDONNE PAR GH BOLOCAN, QUI A FONDE ET DIRIGE, CEPENDANT, ET
L'ANNIVERSAIRE DE LA PUBLICATION CONNUE, DES ETUDES ET DES
RECHERCHES D'ANNIVERSAIRE ".
EN PASSANT PAR LES SEPT VOLUMES DU DICTIONNAIRE TOPONYMIQUE DE
LA ROUMANIE. OLTENIE (DTRO) JE ME SOUVIENS DES MOTS QUI METTENT
EN VALEUR ANCIENNE DE CARACTERE, LA VOIX CONSERVATRICE. CE SONT,
EN PREMIER LIEU, LES TOPONYMES QUI PROVIENNENT DIRECTEMENT DE
MOTS D'ORIGINE THRACE OU PAR L'INTERMEDIAIRE DES NOMS DE
PERSONNES (CE QUI, A SON TOUR, CE QUI EXPLIQUE LE TRANSFERT
D'ENTOPIQUES GENERALEMENT LES NOMS COMMUNS DE L'ORIGINE PREROMAINE)
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Discours de l'Olténie est, par excellence conservateur, qui peut être mis en évidence
qu'il a gardé non seulement un lexique commun du substrat local, mais aussi une grande
quantité de termes topiques de même origine. Plus que les autres variétés du dialecte
dacoromân, l'olténian sous-dialecte garde ce fond lexical transféré en onomastique.
Les noms de lieux sont témoins de l'histoire et de la culture d'un peuple et, ainsi que les
arguments historiques et archéologiques, les toponymes peuvent apporter une preuve
supplémentaire de la continuité d'une population sur un territoire donné. Toponymes ont été
attribués à certains moments dans le cadre d'événements clés du passé, selon des aspects de la
terre, la flore et la faune de la région. Donc, la toponymie peut être interprétée comme «
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Archives orales », une source fondamentale d'information sous l'angle de l'évolution de la
langue. Même s'il y a des changements, que certaines caractéristiques, de la terre la flore et la
faune ne correspondent plus à la réalité immédiate, un endroit qui a un nom particulier n'est
pas accidentelle, mais elle est la preuve que les choses étaient vraiment. Dans de nombreux cas
l'appellation peut être oubliée en l'absence de l'objet nommé, mais toponyme reste à confirmer
son existence avant. Toponymie est pertinente tant qu’origine est correctement défini. Pour les
toponymes avec moins degré d'abstraction, établir correcte étymologie est relativement simple.
La situation devient plus compliquée dans le cas des réel noms, où le lien entre le nom et le
lieu appelé il est pas discernable apparaîtrant le danger d'etimologie populaire. Ceci est basé
sur des similitudes de forme, locuteurs utilisent réelles similarités. Nous croyons que pour le
chercheur est extrêmement difficile de déterminer la propriété ou la descendance du nom et de
sa longueur.
Plus conservateur que anthroponymie et zoonymia seulement, la toponymie garde
fidèlement certaines des phénomènes du langage, bien que dans le langage courant,
l'appellation est changé (par exemple, en Gorj, măgură est accentuée sur la première syllabe
lorsqu'il est utilisé comme toponyme et la deuxième syllabe, lorsqu'il est appellation).
En toponymie, en tant que discipline, interfère divers principes et procédures,
constitués en recherche systématique d'une manière connue sous le nom: méthode d'analyse
linguistique, méthode statistique, méthode historique comparative, méthode géographique,
chacun ayant avantage et limites.
.
Méthode d'analyse linguistique est appliquée pour déterminer le sens et l'origine du terme.
Origine linguistique d'un nom de lieu, établis par des experts est nécessaire pour évaluer
pleinement la toponymie de la région, le processus dans lequel le géographe repose
principalement pour déterminer l'origine du toponyme. Etude linguistique de matériel
toponymique indique le mouvement des appellations à travers le pays, en particulier sousmontagne et riches appellations en collines.
Le procédé selon géographique permettre à la toponymie réalité géographique et la
distribution d'un phénomène exprime territoire. Spécificité géographique est obtenue par la
méthode de l'arpentage et de l'élaboration de cartes thématiques basés sur les toponymes
collectées et traitées. Ces cartes de faciliter la compréhension de la relation entre les noms de
lieux et de divers phénomènes naturels ou sociaux. Dans les noms de lieux géographiques,
comme dans la géographie comme une carte dans son ensemble analytique ou synthétique
constitué le résultat principal de la recherche, sachant qu'elle trouve principes de
comptabilisation géographiques - l'interdépendance et de la distribution, et les facteurs
géographiques incontestables que: localisation et les limites de position catégories distances,
de la distribution ou de la concentration, l'altitude et géographiques: les individus, les types, la
physionomie, les formations de la famille. D'analyse et de synthèse cartes toponymiques sont
précieux document pour la conservation du patrimoine et une certaine réorganisation et de
praticiens et de planification systématique.
Documents thématiques, des monographies de recherche, des collections de documents
anciens, sources cartographiques fournir des informations sur l'unité de secours spécifique pour
atteindre enquête toponyme. Ces sous-tendent l'élaboration d'un questionnaire. Collecte des
matières toponymique s'avère efficace lors d'une interview résidents âgés de la maison, mais
aussi des gens qui ont exprimé leur intérêt dans la collecte de l'information écrite, des forestiers,
des représentants des municipalités qui ont utilisé par la fonction spécifique, papiers divers,
documents et élaborer un plan pour un domaine particulier. Il est important que les toponymes
sont enregistrées dans le formulaire qui se trouve sur le terrain, même si clin d'œil au premier
abord semble mauvais.
Olténie est un domaine important et gratifiant d'intérêt scientifique sur le plan de
l'onomastique. Comme vous le savez, c'est la seule région de notre pays, nous avons aujourd'hui
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un dictionnaire complet toponymique établi par toutes les règles de la science toponomaşti
équipe de l'Institut de linguistique de l'Université de Bucarest et Craiova. Le travail a été conçu
et coordonné par Gh Bolocan, qui a fondé et dirigé, cependant, et l'anniversaire de la
publication connue, des études et des recherches d'anniversaire ".
En passant par les sept volumes du dictionnaire toponymique de la Roumanie. Olténie
(DTRO) Je me souviens des mots qui mettent en valeur ancienne de caractère, la voix
conservatrice. Ce sont, en premier lieu, les toponymes qui proviennent directement de mots
d'origine thrace ou par l'intermédiaire des noms de personnes (ce qui, à son tour, ce qui explique
le transfert de entopicelor généralement les noms communs de l'origine pré-romaine) Nous
nous arrêtons en particulier sur oiconimelor, les termes qui se réfèrent à ceux de nos ancêtres
les établissements sans pour autant ignorer les toponymes(noms principaux de montagnes et
d'eaux).
Argele, montagne du Gorj , au pluriel, mais dans d'autres parties du pays est le singulier
Argeaua. Signification à l'origine,, souterrain demeure les femmes filent et tissent le chanvre,
«il est possible que de tels espaces existent dans les zones de montagne. Par virement
métonymique c'était le nom de la montagne. Argea est synonyme avec Bordei , également
connu dans la toponymie du Gorj, même avec une certaine fréquence: Bordeie, Bordeieni,
Bordeieşti, nommer les parties du village, les collines, les lieux.
Baciu et dérivés Băcia, Băceşti, Băcula, les noms des villages, des ruisseaux, des
vallées, des successions. Il ya aussi un dérivé de Dolj Bacionul pour une piscine.
Balta est un terme fréquemment, surtout par le biais de ses dérivés: Bâlta, Bâltişoara,
Bâlteni, Băltaşu, Băltacu, les noms des villages. Dictionnaire observe que Balta, un mot qui
appartient entopic couche native, participe en mots composés qui sont tout simplement avant
periode latine de la langue: Balta Bucura, Balta Mânzului, Balta Ţapului, Balta de la Argele
etc.
Barza est le nom de deux villages, l'un de Gorj et un autre dans Valcea. Il ya un village
du Gorj Bărzuica nom commun dérivé de la cigogne. Si la cigogne a sa signification d'origine,
blanc "(connu encore aujourd'hui dans la langue des bergers: des moutons en laine de mouton
cigogne, blanc ou panaché), signifie qui est synonyme de blanc, en lat. blancs. Du blanc, nous
avons en Olténie toponymes que Albu, Alba, Albele, Albeni, Albeşti désignant, villages,
vallées.
Brada est une sémantique riche actualité: village, montagne, colline, rivière : Brazi,
Brădeni, Brădeşti (mots en -eni, -eşti nommer les villages, ils viennent de dénomination sociale
ou un groupe, en-eni, de régions locales), Bradet (village), Brădiceni, Brădişte (villages), etc.
Brad, avec ses dérivés, est largement distribué dans toute la Roumanie.
J'ai remarqué en parcourant le dictionnaire comme tous les noms d'arbres, d'origine
latine ou hérité de substrat traco-dac entré dans la toponymie. Le cas de carpen, châtaigniers,
maïs, arbres, corbeau, le hêtre, le frêne, l'érable, le bouleau, l'érable, le peuplier, le saule, le
chêne, l'orme, etc. Dans le nord de l'Olténie, en Gorj, les noms de lieux de ce type sont en
abondance. On pourrait dire que cette toponymie, basé sur des mots anciens, exprime, en fait,
autres formes de vie roumain rustique liés par des montagnes et des forêts, des collines, à l'abri
des invasions étrangères. C'est la toponymie reflète une longue histoire.
Brânduşa, un ancien mot (difficile de dire l'origine exacte)qui désigne un village du
Dolj, une colline du Gorj, une succession de Mehedinti.
Brânza,le mot des daces, comme ceux présentés ci-dessus, apparaît dans un grand
nombre de produits dérivés: Branzan Branzeni, Brânzeşti, Brânzoaia, Brînzaru, des villages ou
des collines dans les montagnes du nord de l'Olténie. Ils proviennent principalement des
anthroponymes et connexes évidemment berger, occupation roumaine ancienne.
Bucur, qui, comme nous le savons, signifie, gentil "comme homologue albanais i bukur,
donné dérivés : Bucureasa, Bucurelu, Bucureşti, Bucuroasa, Bucurova, nom de village. Avec
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le sens de joliment il y a encore toponyme Bucur coexistent en Olténie avec équivalent slave
Crasna ou Frumosu, Frumoasa ,Frumusani et même Musat (Muşctari, Muşeteşti, Muşetoaia),
dont l'origine ( latine et thrace) il est encore difficile à dire.
Bulzu, les montagnes en Gorj, Valcea et Mehedinti village du Dolj (Bulzeşti), le nom
de l’eau Bulzul,, Bulzişa, est considéré par certains chercheurs qui ont été descendus de la
langue dace.
Bungu, Bunga, Bunget, Bungeţani sont les noms des villages et en particulier les forêts
de la province du nord de l'Olténie. On suppose qu'il y avait un nom commun en roumain bung,
ce qui signifie chêne »comme la forme même du homologue albanais. Il est également un
dérivé Bungova, village en Gorj, formé comme Bucurov d'un modèle serbo-croate.
Burta, montagne en Gorj , très souvent, surtout composé de différents déterminants de
nommage villages, des successions, des collines. Il est commun et le nom de cette personne
dans les deux cas à partir du nom commun utilisé métaphoriquement (spot gonflé »), que
certains savants considèrent qu'il est local. Cependant, l'origine latine ne peut pas être.
Căciulata semble un adjectif substantive comme Brusturata, Viezurata. Vues de
Căciulata, village et montagne, est commune dans le département de Gorj. Le terme est issu
du nom chapeau, attribué au substrat géto-Daces.
Cătun, un autre mot du substrat comme toponyme est utilisé plus souvent au pluriel :
Cătunele, le nom du village de Gorj et Vâlcea avec les déterminations : Cătunu ăl Mic, Cătunul
de Jos, Cătunu Delureni etc. Dans le dictionnaire, j'ai compté plus de 40 composés avec Cătun.
Cioara apparaît comme le nom de la montagne dans le Gorj et les noms des villages
par les dérivés en –ani, -ari, -aşti.
Ciuta est nom de village du Gorj par dérivé Ciuteşti.
Cârligei, dérivé du crochet d'origine indigène, est nom d'un village.
Codru, encore une fois toponyme du substrat est bien représentée dans la zone nord de
l'Olténie. Dans les temps anciens forêt était une forme d'organisation de la commune, comme
fois plus, mais moins de la Principauté et de la région.
Arbre est important en ce que les dérivés implique ancienne forme en une consonne
affriquée : Copaciu, Copăcioasa Copăceni, Copăceşti etc. villages de Gorj et Valcea.
Curpen, avec les dérivés inscrits au DTRO, Curpenata, Curpenoasa, Curpeniş, les noms
des villages, des terres, des pics, attestée notamment en Gorj.
Gardu un nom de montagne et quelques collines et vallées.
Ghimpati noms (et Ghimpeni, Ghimposu, Ghimpurosu) des villages situés dans les
basses terres de l'Olténie, dans Dolj et Olt.
Ghionoaia (et Ghionoiu, Ghioroiu, Ghioroaia), le terme dans le substrat est attesté au
long de l'Olténie.
Groapa, un terme indigène, est attestée dans toutes les régions du pays, en particulier
avec des dosages différents, tels que : Groapa Lupului. Groapele.
Guşa, mot preromaine ou peut-être même latin, est connue partout en Olténie : Guşata,
Guşeşti, Guşoieni, Guşoaia, les noms des villages s'expliquer par nom commun transfert
métaphorique .
Leurda, un mot utilisé comme un nom moins commun, a été fixée dans la toponymie
de l'Olténie, notamment par les dérivés : Leurdeasa, Leurdişu, Leorzeaua, Leurzile, Leordile,
connus surtout dans les microtoponymie du Gorj.
Malu, un village du département de Gorj. C'est un mot très commun dans la
nomenclature topique de l'Olténie.
Mazărea şi Mazări (pl.) appelés collines et les prairies dans le département de Gorj.
Dérivés : Măzărari, Măzăreşti, Măzăroi, Măzăroaia sont les noms de certains villages
en Gorj. Mazăre est également connu comme le nom de la personne qui la valeur probablement
transféré dans la toponymie.
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Măgura est fréquemment ainsi que dans d'autres régions de la Roumanie. DTRO ont
été enregistrés dans près d'un millier d'actualité composé contenant sur Magura : Măgura
Lupului, Măgura Moşilor, Măgura Muşatei etc.
Moşie, dérivée du père, ce qui signifie « Terre héritée », apparaît dans le composé
comme : Moşia Poienarilor, Moşia Moşnenilor et dérivées comme : Moşneni, Moşoaica, noms
de villages.
Părău (var. Le ruisseau) est un village de Gorj et fréquemment par des toponymes
mineurs.
Sâmbureşti, est formé à partir du noyau du substrat.
Stăpâioru est le nom d'une colline dans le département de Gorj, vient du maître nom
commun, probablement autochtone.
Sterpu, Stărparu, Stearpa, rivières, collines, champs, généralement microtoponimie.
Comme nom commun est latin adjectif ou probablement autochtone.
Stâna rencontre fréquemment composées et dérivées : Stâna Bradului, Stâna din
Leurda, Stâna din Părău, Stânăieni, Stânişoara (montagne). Les noms plus fréquentes avec la
bergerie se trouve à Gorj et Vâlcea, où la baignade est le passe-temps principal. Le mot vient
du substrat .
Strunga, mot ancien, passé dans la toponymie de Gorj.
Timişeni, Timişoru, villages de Gorj, dérivé du Timis l'hydronyme de Dacia.
Ţapu, Ţăpioru sont des montagnes dans le département de Gorj.
Urda, Urdele, Urdari, Urdaru şi Urdăreanu, Urdăreasa, Urdăreşti, Urdiţa, Urdişoara,
noms de villages, les montagnes, les ruisseaux, les successions. Ce toponyme est aussi connu
dans d'autres parties du pays, mais, comme en témoignent les comptes rendus, nulle part il ne
si fréquemment comme Gorj, zone pastorale par excellence.
Vatră, mot du substrat, semble surtout composée avec le village : Vatra satului, sens «
silişte », c'est-à-dire le lieu qui a été fondé le village.
Viezuina şi Viezurata, Viezureşti, Viezureni, villages, vallées, forêts, collines.
Dans la liste des termes présentés ici, venant de entopique d'origine indigène, que le
discours de l'Olténie, en particulier le parlée dans la région nord de la province, est le caractère
archaïque. Olténie sait mieux que d'autres régions fonds national lexicale, qui peut être
confirmé par l'analyse de la toponymie, partie conservatrice du lexique général. Un grand
nombre de mots présentés ici sont également présents dans certains des écrits d'auteurs Gorj,
qui est le point de l'analyse que nous avons entrepris de départ.
Toponymie Olténie est archaïque et fonds de latin commun lequel il est basé. On note
quelques exemples de toponymes Olténie (ici Gorj), le nom commun dérivé du latin: Auşu,
Aoşu (et der Auşel.), ruisseau, collines, forêts, pâturages et même un ancien nom du village
vient des auş, en lat. avus «anciens» avec le suffixe- uş, d'origine dace. Auşu coexister avec
vieux, tout le latin que le nom d'un village.
Carpen est très souvent toponyme. J'ai dit plus haut que tous les noms latins des arbres
sont entrés en toponymie.
Fontaine (. Du lat Aqua Fontana) apparaît dans un grand nombre de clips, certains avec
des surnoms sans précédent langue commune: Fântâna lui Lupa (fém. de lupus).
Flămânda, village, place, ruisseaux, semble conserver le sens originel lat.flammabundus
"brûleur", dérivé de Flamma "flamme." Signifiant "affamé, affamé» semble par la suite.
Beau (Belle, Frumusani) - les noms des villages, des montagnes, des ruisseaux et des forêts.
Elle est synonyme de joie du substrat.
Nămaia, tranchées de Gorj et Namaiesti, colline (Dolj), mot vient de l'animal pluriel
latin.
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Vignoble (vignobles, VIISOARA Viişoru) échantillonné antroponymics etc, se produit
dans toutes les régions du pays, comme un signe clair du fait que la culture de la vigne roumain
a toujours été un travail de base.
Valley, Văleni nous accueille quelques exemples (isolé ou échantillonné), ce qui
prouverait que les vallées, les pentes ont toujours été habitées par roumain.
Recherche des toponymes est intéressante et pour l'histoire culturelle et économique de
la population d'une région étroite. Les noms de lieux peuvent donner des informations sur les
plantes et les animaux qui ont été connus dans le passé sur le travail des gens, leur circulation
des marchandises. Pour lointain passé à partir duquel il est écrit documentation sont de
véritables noms de lieux géographiques. Chaque toponyme encoder des actions, des processus
ou phénomènes qui ont été répétées dans un lieu, ou s'il y avait jadis étaient suffisamment
importants pour imprimer spontanément ce nom. Par conséquent, chaque nom représente un
morceau d'histoire locale avec le patrimoine culturel et scientifique. Retrait de l'anonymat de
ces noms et de les utiliser dans une analyse géographique n'est pas seulement approprié, mais
aussi très nécessaire que la toponymie mineure en peu consignées par écrit, est en voie
d'extinction, extinction, Sans toponymie Il n'y a pas la géographie. Essayez de supprimer tous
les noms propres de lieux et de voir ce qui reste de la géographie et si vous ne pouvez toujours
appeler la géographie ".
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After the two world wars of the twentieth century, had become a necessity for
academics to seek a way to investigate in a scientific manner origins of conflict, how can they
be avoided and if burst, as driven as ending peace and why follows thereafter. This is the
specific context of the establishment of autonomous field of International Relations in studying
politics, specifics of the new course being concern about the issue of war. With the
development of international relations, studying intellectual interests related to the use of force
and threat of force between states were grouped subdomain Security Studies. By the
importance of the consequences, intra-state conflicts have forced each of the major theoretical
trends in international relations to propose a generic explanation for their occurrence. For
realists, for instance, war is inevitable, due to the aggressiveness of their natural states. Liberal
tradition states that wars are caused by underdevelopment of democratic mechanisms or
because of misunderstandings and can be avoided through the development of specific
institutions. Marxist point of view, the main reason is capitalism interstate conflicts: the war
itself keeps the logic of competition between capitalist states.
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Traditional thinking on security, in the Cold War, was one state-centric, considering
the lack of security threats to the state. In this perspective became a classic, the state occupies
the forefront of discussions about security because of its sovereignty. By providing the
framework for exercising order and is also the highest source of authority of government, the
state becomes the main reference object of security, in that it is chiefly about national security
as a political and not security individuals, social groups of various kinds etc. For currents of
thought centered state, the latter must face, primarily from external threats. Inside the border
state regulates a part of the sphere of social relations, impose order, supervises the violence
preventing or punishing any unauthorized use of force against its citizens. The external
environment evolves, however, the state is divided with other actors endowed with sovereignty,
which aim, in turn, own goals and interests. Looking coverage selfish own interests, states can
reach conflict. Consequently, the state must prepare to defend / impose by force their own
values or interests, against other players, so security is conceived during the Cold War,
especially in military terms. Environmental characteristics, such as anarchy or competitiveness,
make security an absolute priority for any country which must seek to maximize their chances
of successfully cope with a possible threat. To protect their interests, they must prepare the
military instrument. Preparations for the defense - such as, for example, arming or retrofitting
military equipment - but will be regarded by other countries as potentially threatening and
therefore involve arming aother state.This process is known as "security dilemma". Described
by John Herz in 1950, the dilemma is that attempts to ensure the security of a state generates a
state of insecurity for other actors, which, in turn, seeks its own security. search individual
security actually lead to increased insecurity in the system. Dilemma security is based on
distrust and fear felt by states to one another. in an anarchic environment and competitive state
can not rely on the goodwill of other countries. Increasing power of another state is threatening
itself, so it can not passively witness to its development.
One of the most known and used definition of the term "security" of that period belongs
to Arnold Wolfers which states that "security in an objective sense, measures the absence of
threats to the values acquired, and a subjective sense the absence of fear that such values will
be attacked”1. A formulation also appears that a state security issue is first of all a matter of
perception. How they are identified by states (actually rather by elites and by policymakers)
interests and threats determines State policy and its behavior in the international arena. Also,
how a decision-maker receives information (often incomplete), analyzes them, grants or no
credibility or anticipates more or less correct reactions of other actors, determines managing a
situation where a threat worsens, can move in a very short time as possible in the sphere of
facts. Any misperceptions can have very dramatic.
As for international security, initially, by this means the sum of all states in the security
system. Further research in this area were particularly concerned about the stability of the
system2 as a whole, the way it is biased by the great powers participating state of peace or
conflict between them. In this context international security situation indicates an adversarial
between countries, especially between the major powers. One argument was that the great
powers have interests that extend to the entire international system, so it is quite likely that
these states to conflict at a time. A possible war between them would have serious
consequences for the whole of the international relations, generating a state of insecurity and
other actors. Basically, any member of the system can not disregard the fact that sooner or later,
such a confrontation will affect in one way or another.
Wolfers, Arnold, „National Security as an Ambiguous Symbol" , Political Science Quaterly, 1952.
Barry Buzan, People, States and Fear. An Agenda for International Security Studies in the period after the Cold
War, Ed. Cartier, Chisinau, 2000.

1
2
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Another argument for the international security deal in particular major powers as they
have, in addition to the ability of smaller players a wider range of interests, they design the
entire system. Such a state may consider taking the "national security" defense of interests that
go beyond survival and its borders. Competition bipolar Cold War through its component
Nuclear brought epoch extra drama and actuality of this study directions - nobody could
consider himself safe from a potential nuclear conflict that would have confronted the United
States and the Soviet Union. what is common discussions about national and international
security is armed conflict, even as a mere possibility.
Thinking in terms of international relations in time of armed conflict has become
insufficient to explain the behavior of Member each other. In addition, the state's position as
the only international player and the only reference object of security was increasingly
challenged by various theoretical perspectives. Cold War has forced researchers in the field of
security studies to reconsider range of concerns: the cessation of bipolar confrontation, for the
first time in 40 years, was no longer imminent nuclear cataclysm. Despite this, the world has
not become safer, dramatic events imposing attention. Only in Europe can remember the
collapse of communist regimes in eastern part of the continent, the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the Yugoslav tragedy, things unimaginable a few years before. Threat is nuclear cataclysm
had the gift to bring to the attention of researchers, policy makers and world public opinion
topics considered hitherto secondary conflicts between powers minor genocide in which entire
populations were subjected to areas outside the arena of great actors, awareness of a systematic
threats from some groups under - ortransetatic costs incurred by them due to economic
development environment etc. Issues considered "internal" of the sovereign state could not
simply ignore the security studies because of unrest which generated political leaders and
public opinion. The conclusion is self-evident: the systemic and state were no longer sufficient
to discuss security, requiring several levels of analysis. the answer that researchers in the area
of security studies gave him the challenge of explaining the new international environment
after the cold war was expanding the concept of "security" to include the security of individuals,
sundry social groups or the world as a whole, which led to the construction of new strategies
and institutions in the field. In this sense, one can say that the essence of the expansion of
"security" is rethinking its starting even from those who may feel threatened - individuals - and
not identifying intellectual of a threat to a political institution like the State.
If the paradigm of the Cold War was to the heart of its state and military instrument
was the privileged after the Cold War, reconsidering the role of the state has led to a subversion
of security issues, rising question "Who / what is actually threatened? ". How different to think
security is actually in the identification of several answers to the above questions. to manage
to capture a properly situations of companies suffering from the inability of the government to
protect, a neorealist subtle as Barry Buzan makes a distinction between weak states and strong
states. Unlike the criterion by which the actors were classified weakened or force - according
to military capability and economic division into countries weak or strong concern cohesion
sociopolitical them. Buzan suggests a reconsideration of the universe of discourse even for the
idea of national security: "where there is almost no idea of state and government institutions
themselves constitute the main threat to many individuals, national security almost stops have
a content and must consider individuals and units as references substation with a real sense ".
Note that the researcher in question remains inside a state-centric conception, but that qualifies
for cases in which this perspective can become misleading analytical approach. The research
problems facing the state, Barry Buzan has identified five areas of national security, depending
on the nature of the threats. They may be military, political, economic, societal or
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environmental3. In essence, the five sectors is the reference objects of national security such as
to make it easier to discuss, according to what society considers to be dangerous concerned.
The threats from the military security is the major concern due to the enormous
destructive potential of a state of armed violence and the speed with which it can take effect.
An eventual military defeat of a state may result in effects of the most disastrous of territorial
amputations or change of regime to disappear from the map. The manifestation of threats in
this sector is varied: threat of force, blockade, bombing limited or total war. States must prepare
special strategies to respond adequately to these threats: Identifying potential enemies, size and
structure of the budget dedicated armed forces able to respond to them through institutional
means.
Internal political organization and the principles underlying it, for example, are also
covered by security concerns. Societies deeply divided by ideological cleavages, political
institutions with legitimacy controversial pressures that authorities can no longer cope - all are
political threats, which often weaken the regime or the state. They can turn and threats to
international security. Interventions European powers against France after 1789 or when
Bolshevik Russia during the Civil War were driven by fear aroused by revolutionary states,
which were threatening internal political order by exporting other actors ideological applied.
So political threats are made as to the legitimacy of both internal and external.
A crisis affecting sectors of the economy, its stability and even entire regions can
become a security threat. Great Depression of 1929-1933 has led governments worldwide to
experience a period of recession. Foreign exchange rates collapsed, major economies have
resorted to protectionist arsenal, international cooperation has suffered. With globalization,
economic issues has been greatly amplified by processes such as increased competition facing
firms interdependencies between them, increasing illegal trade or environmental pressure due
to development. Security threats are more apparent as there is a direct link between economic
and military power of a state.
The threats of the societal concerns which could affect the identity of a certain
community. Beyond the criterion used, which can be ordered ethnic, religious, linguistic, racial,
cultural, etc., the fundamental element of the definition of a community is the sense of
belonging of individuals to this form of social aggregation. Societal security may face three
types of major threats that endanger the existence of the community as a social group: migration
- when a people is affected by the fact that a significant number of foreigners, sometimes with
the same identity are established on its territory, thus changing total population composition:
horizontal competition - threat, especially cultural exercised by a neighboring people; Vertical
competition - a community that feels strong pressure from an integrationist project (pressure
"from above") or separatist / regionalist pressure (the "bottom"). A fourth possible type of
threat societal sector as that of depopulation - the humanitarian catastrophe, natural or political
wars of extermination. Provided that threats of this kind to be considered for societal order is
that they refer not to individuals but to look perpetuating safety group as a whole. Communities
can react to threats in the societal through a variety of means, cultural (promoting their own
items and / or exclusion of items considered foreign), economic (an attitude of boycott),
political (considering a project to ensure their survival / predominance over competing groups)
or military (using violence to remove the hazard).
In turn, the environment and he can raise specific threats to security. Whether talking
about ecosystems change or pollution, the impact of economic growth on the environment or
how evolving conditions of life on the planet, all relate in one way or another, to describe living
conditions. Pollution, natural disasters (earthquakes, floods, etc.) or caused, even involuntarily,
3

Terriff, Terry, Croft, S. James, Morgan, Lucy, Security Studies Today, Politypress, Cambridge, 1999.
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by human intervention, all these are threats that must be taken into account in defining security.
The natural environment provides the framework needed to sustain life in general, any major
disruption to, regardless of cause, and could prove extremely dangerous not only for humans
but for the whole biosphere. Increasingly urgent actions for disaster management and
environmental degradation caused by mining and long term strategies enabling simultaneous
development and conservation - "sustainable development" - are topics that passed in scientific
debate in the political.
After defining security threats need to distinguish between them and vulnerabilities.
Even if you can not draw a precise boundary between concepts, there are important differences
to be noted. The situation of a state that lies between two neighbors more powerful and
expansionist history which can not be based on the borders defensible, is in a situation of
vulnerability, even in the absence of obvious threats. Such vulnerabilities can be identified in
other sectors - the situation of the Netherlands or Bangladesh, countries highly exposed to
massive floods, the more worrying in terms of the expected lifting of ocean levels due to global
warming. It can be said that vulnerabilities are potential threats, structural and permanent. By
their own specific vulnerabilities allow a preventive approach, such as to minimize the time
deepening, the emergence of crisis and their transformation into actual threats.
Extending the concept of "security" leads to a multiplication of reference objects
thereof - of what is considered to be protected, secure. The military is considering
especially the state, but it can actually refer to any political entity. For the political, threats are
defined generally and in terms of sovereignty and sometimes ideology. Victims of economic
threats could be companies, national economies and the stability of even larger systems. The
term of reference of societal threats are communities that develop a sense of identity, regardless
of the nature of the link - ethnicity, religion, etc. Ecological security also has a very broad
scope, the survival of threatened species to preserve the biosphere.
Various sectors of security can interact in very different ways; on the one hand, there
are threats by the effects generated, transmitted in other sectors (social crisis that could generate
a political crisis etc.), as otherwise may be mentioned situations, the pursuit of eliminating
threats / vulnerabilities in -a sector can generate others in different sectors. Examples are handy:
attempts by states to revive the economy and reduce the risk of major social conflicts arising
from unemployment or living standards can be transformed relatively easily into real "bomb"
green.
Security threats remain not usually stationed in a particular sector. They go hand in
hand and often reinforce each other. Tension, often with overtones of violence in the Middle
East conflict is not confined to the question whether a Palestinian state or the Israeli military
security. At a glance, can be identified and the issue of refugees, terrorism, infrastructure and
economy of the territories in question, etc.
Broadening the concept of "security" takes into account not only the multiplication of
the fields and objects of reference, but that the levels of analysis. The discussion has not been
limited to the state level and internationally, taking into account the other - first at regional then
and under state entities and the global over systemic. After the cold war, due to diminishing
the risk of a nuclear conflict or the collapse of the Soviet Union, many studies have concluded
that the international system is no longer enough in investigating the relations between states
and paid increased attention to the regional level. "region" shall in principle a simple
juxtaposition geographic countries, so they built the concept of "complex regional security."
the concept refers to a group of units (basically states, but not required ) so closely connected
that their security problems can not be coherently analyzed separately.
Analysis of the security level fell below the state so that violations of human rights or
where a country becomes an aggressor against an ethnic community some constitute the true
international environmental challenges. NATO intervention against Yugoslavia in 1999 was
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justified by the intolerable attitude of power in Belgrade to their citizens, members of the
Albanian community. Waves of refugees have emerged - first in power in Belgrade from
repression, then after the bombings - have affected not only countries in close proximity to the
conflict but also much distant countries. Post-conflict reconstruction issues in its material and
social dimensions, affecting the entire international community, not only Yugoslavia.
A new direction and a somewhat separate speech in the debate on security research is
opened by a group of phenomena associated with globalization processes, due to continual
permeabilising borders, increased possibilities of communication or movement of money,
goods, services and people. In such cases, the spectrum of what is considered "threat" has
become much wider. Problems very different - from the ecological to international crime,
migration, population growth and terrorism - were pooled studies in the field under the term
very generic "non-traditional threats." What connects these areas is precisely that it does not
affect a single state, and necessary reactions are seen as beyond the reach of any single country,
countering them requires much closer cooperation at all levels. Threats non-traditional "come
from factors or actors with character substate or trans-state are diffuse, multidimensional and
multidirectional, can not be managed necessarily by military means, and often threatens
something outside the state"4. Approach globalist safety drew attention to the multiplication of
actors - not only states threaten or feel threatened, but these processes and participating
individuals, groups or sub-transnational organized crime or terrorist networks, etc. in the era of
globalization, security analysis is made on more levels than classical, paying special attention
to interactions between different sectors subject to threats or actors involved5.
Beyond academic pa interest among researchers that raises security is, in one dimension
or another, a permanent topical issue for policymakers and for any citizen of the world.

Baylis, John, Smith, Steve, The Globalization of World Politics, Oxford University Press; 2nd Revised edition,
12 Jul 2001.
5
See Flavius Cristian Mărcău, “Security as a determining factor of quality of life in a state from an insecure
regional area”in Analele Universităţii „Constantin Brâncuşi” din Târgu - Jiu, Seria Litere şi Ştiinţe Sociale,
no. 4/2015, pp.77-85.
4
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The human being represents, without doubt, the supreme creation of the whole world.
Throughout history and everywhere on the surface of the Earth, bringing light on the human
nature and his condition of existence had always been the central focus of research, concerning
both the Arts, Science, Philosophy, Literature, Sculpture and Painting.
We are living in a world of paradox, in which programs about combating violence
within the family are being talked about, but the family is on its way to extinction1 , it is talked
about the prevention of abuses of all kinds, but there are more and more abused children, it is
discussed about the right to life, but it is totally violated.
Being a social problem, whose ways of manifestation and settlement concern both the
social control factors and the public opinion, the actions committed through the usage of
1

The evolution of the contemporary society highlights a terrifying aspect which affects every social segment,
namely criminality in general, of the violent one in particular.
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violence seem to become more frequent and dangerous for the society and for the persons
composing it, urging them towards different associations – the criminality of the “ white
collars”, organized crime, terrorism and institutionalized violence, thought as specific features
for the violent subcultures and professionalized crime2.
Taking a look at the events that led to the disappearance of some of the most powerful
empires from the world’s map, to the falling of political regimes that had imposed throughout
time, we will astonishingly notice that the view of a nation had been modified only after taking
up weapons and starting wars, rebellions, crusades, uprisings, revolutions, cups d’etat, terrorist
attacks or any other ways of extreme manifestation against the shortcomings that were more or
less justified.
Ever since the beginning of World War II, when all humanity was confronting against
one of the biggest and serious crises ever known in history, some of the World’s states began
the procedures for the founding of an new international organization which would oversee
peace, justice and freedom all over the world3.
Together with the firm statement of the world organization’s promoters about uniting
their strength to free the world from the war’s nightmares, there were also stated the first four
human and peoples’ rights:
 The right to the freedom of speech ;
 The right to freedom from fear;
 The right to freedom from want;
 The right to freedom of religion4;
This is how the new premises of a new international order were created, that were based
on principles of justice and freedom, recognized in June 1945, at San Francisco, in the United
Nations Charter5. It was stated that the promotion and obedience of the funfamental human
rights, without distinction of race, sex, language, religion, represents the fundamental condition
of the societies’ existence and world cooperation between these, through solutionizing the
international problems related to economy, society, culture and humanitarianism.
Human rights represent a philosophical concept, an almost perfect concentration of all
the essencial ideas that the humaniste philosophy had produced starting from the Antiquity up
until the present days. These are, or if not they should definitely be placed among the forst of
the immaterial values, made aware by humanity as universal values. In the general acceptance
of this concept, human rights belong to the human nature, undoubtably linked with these and
which can not be split without sacrificing freedom, the dignity of human value, descending to
a subhuman state of being, vegetative, instinctual.
However, it is impossible to give a complete, just and fair definition of the human rights
fenomena, taking into consideration the mutlifacetting of the fenomena and its evolution with
its collateral implications and interdependences.
Looking at the facts from a historical perspective, crimes against human rights were not
punishable by law, fact which lead them to be placed by some humanist visionaries,
philosophers and novelists, among the aims that needed to be reached in an unspecified future.
As societies started to recognize them through declarations of principles or aims, human
rights moved to a status of moral rights, the corresponding obligations not being formulated
yet. Later on they were integrated, one by one, in the positive right, taking into consideration
the convulsions of the first decades of the XX century. The world had to go through two World
S. Rădulescu D. Banciu, Crime and criminality sociology (Edyting and Press Publishing House Chance SRL,
Bucharest, 1996) 186
3
Dr. Radu Demetrescu, Human rights at third age ( Romanian Institute for Human Rights, Bucharest 1994) 37
4
Speech on the state of the Union, spoken on 26th Januarie 1941 (in Papers and Addresses of Franklin D.
Roosvelt: War and Aid to Democracies) 672.
5
Written on 25th – 26th April 1945 and came into force on de 24th Octomber 1945 at the San Francisco conference
2
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Wars, among which the last one was the most devastating and despiteful6 towards human
life7and dignity, so that crimes against the human fundamental rights and liberties to be
punished on an international level.
Even a quick research of the evolution and meanings of the political streams of thinking,
highlights the fact that freedom aspiration represented a constant feature of the whole historical
process and that the preoccupation for defying the human’s position in society manifested itself
at the same time with the human being emerging as a thinking being. Man, as a rational being,
borned free, always considered as a purpose and never as a mean, represents the supreme value
on which all that represents the purposes of a politically organized society should focuse on.
Therefore, the best investment is and it will always be the human investment.
In the great Indian epic stories the human being was presented as having rights - Vedas,
Upanisad (around 560 – 480 BC), Sutra, The Mahabharata, Ramayana and Puranas.
Confucius (Kung Fu Tzi - around 551 – 479 BC), old China promoted moderation in
everything, rightness and especially humanity, these being or should be the main virtues of the
individuals that form a society.
A written statement, dated back from 534 BC, is represented by a little cylinder made
of clay, which through its cuneiform signs engraves Cyrus’s the Great decree, who after the
conquest of the Babilon granted freedom to the jews and the possibility for them to return in
their homeland to preach about him.
The buddist way of thinking was looking for spiritual remedies for the evil that was
hunting the people, believing that not only humans are equal but also all the living beings,
everyone having the right to respect. Sakyamunii Buddha rejected discrimination among
people, the existing differences being interchangeable.
In the old Egiptian culture and civilization, the Book of the Dead was a real morad code
of human behaviour in life, and Ptah-hotep’s teachings were waking reference to the profound
realities of the human soul.
It was also stated tat violence should not be used against humans, “because they are
borned fron the Sun’s eyes, they are God’s herd.”8
In the Ancient Greece, Plato (427 – 417 BC), in "Crito" dialogue was stating the idea
that “ one should not answer through law and nither do something harmful to another person
no matter what he/she did to us9". For Plato the idea of justice can be found both in the
The consequences of World War II were powerfuly felt in between 1945 -1950, but they were also felt in de
decades that followed: - Europe was in ruins – millions of refugeen no longer had any type of residence, the
economy was in a profoun chrisis, the industrial infrastructure of the continent was mostly destroyed, it was
introduced the practice of bombing the targets clearlt civil (the raids in 1939 over the cities of Frampol,
Warsow); Central and East Europe and the Balkan states were under comunism; Germany loses its borders,
millions af Germans and Polish moverd from the natal land, between 1 and 2 millions died in deportations in
the West, and the bonbs left unexploded make the great war’s consequences to be felt even at the begining of
the XXI century; Japan was accupied by the USA, and Korea is divided by URSS ans USA, two regines
being borned that through the adopted political led to the first conflict of the Cold War - 1951 - 1953; european
colonisation ended- bloody battles were carried for the liberation of Vietnam, Netherland Eastern Indies; The
Chinese Civil War; border changeings - Germany, Poland, Romania, Sovietic Union – according to wat was
decided at the Postdam conference were expelled - 15 millions people, among whom 11 millions from the exgerman territories and 3,5 millions from the Sudeten area. In the Esthers Europe 4 millions polish were
expelled. North Bassarabia and Bucovina, romanian territory, were taken by URSS, and North Bucovina and
Buceag became part of Ukraine. In Germany dismantling and factory imports take place, coal import, and
forced work is established for some germans. USA starts a process of scientific and tehnic tefth and the
recruitment of specialist in different domains.
7
Human losts in World War II are around 72 millions milioane casualties. From them around 47 millions were
victims from the civil population including 20 millions deats from starvation and war diseases.
8
J. Ke-Zerbo, Histoire de l'Afrique noire ( Paris, 1978) 75
9
Platon, Oeuvres completes, Tome Premier, Librourie Garnier Freres (Paris, 1936) 206
6
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individual, seen as ut singuli, and in the way in which the city is organized, societies in which
the individual takes part.
Therefore, Plato brings an important contribution in the development of the conception
of necessity of an universal end eternal ensemble of rules related to the human being, making
a clear distinction between ideas and culture, tradition, having a powerful character of
affirmation, discovery of human rights and liberties.
In “Politics” Aristotle being in favor of democracy, was stating – “ In this world
everyone has his own part of virtue, of wisdom, and everyone gathered make up, one can say,
a single human being with hands, legs, uncountable senses, a proportional moral and
intelligence.” The crowd makes assumptions over musical peaces, poetry, one judges one
aspect, the other something else, and all together judge the whole work of art10.
Aristotle was stating that "only through law someone becomes a sclave or a free person,
through nature people are not differed from eachother11", inserting the first aspect of the idea
of natural right.
In the Middle Eve the Christian philosophers develop the idea concerning the equal
condition of humans, starting from the Decalogue and culminating with the absolute right of
the law that centers on the laic law.
Hugo Groţius, designated as the father of the natural law, in the XVII century, showed
that man is a sociable being through his nature, who aspires to live in peace with his fellows,
capable to determine by himself what is usefull or harmfull for the society12.
A significant contribution is brought in the XVIII century by Ch. L. Montesquieu who
formulates a law definition in a scientific way – “The laws in the largest sense are necessary
relations that derive from the nature of things and in this sense all things have their own laws”13
putting the bases for the ideological preparations of the French Revolution in 1789 – “as the
people had given up their natural independence to live obeying the laws.”
The essence of the juridical philosophy of J.J. Rousseau is “the idea of the instauration
of law’s reign, through it, of the people’s reign that is at the same time both its author and its
subject - the same will power that makes the law and obeys them.” Humans are similar in
dignity because the law is everyone’s, is no one’s in particular. This is why the law needs to be
above people and not a man above other, because equality implies freedom, and obedience of
a law that one established himself means freedom”.14
Pythagoras, the well-known philosopher stated boldly the idea that “the human is the
measure of all things”15, relating all the natural and social fenomena to man.
Apart from these moral aspects, not in the least neglectable, must be highlighted that
fact that Antiquity elaborated not only a comprehensive vision abot the human being, including
recognition of his dignity and the value of the juridical norms of conduct, but also the concept
of "homo politicus", by this statemen being understood the unlimited vocation of which all
people had to enjoy in order to participate in conditions of full equality in leading the city,

Aristotel, Politique, tone II, premiere partie, lines III - IV, (1971), 74
Opera sa Politique
12
Ionel Cloşca Ion Suceava, Human Rights Treaty, (Ed. Europa Nova, Bucharest, 1995) 18
13
Corneliu Bîrsan, Human Rights European Concention, Vol. I, Rights and Liberties (Ed. All Beck, Bucharest,
2005) 20
14
J.J.Rousseau, The Social Contract, 108
15
Philosophy Dictionary, ( Bucharest, 1978) 565
10
11
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society, state16. But same as today, few understood then that the idea of human dignity and
equality should refere in an undiscriminating way to the total number of people17.
A beneficial influence over the affirmation of humanist conceptions was that of
Christian religion which raised the concept of fraternity to the level of principle, of the equality
of all people in front of the divinity, preaching the idea that people, in their reciprocal
relationships, must show tolerance, respect for any being’s right to live according to his/hers
own customs, in a spirit of understanding and respect.
There also needs to be mentioned the fact that the practice of some religions, the fight
againt hostile faiths transformed into intolerance leading in the end to the sacrificing not only
of the “heretics” but also of those accused of different heresies, of violating the norms of human
conduct preached by the Church.
Under the heraldry of the great crusades are hiding some of the most horrifying crimes
in history and with a cynicism raised to the level of art, they swarned thet it was God’s will,
forgetting that the Holy Book teaches them through Jesus Christ’s parables that “God is the
way, the truth and life, no one comes to the Father unless through Me.”
In the Renaissance man in put on a new pedestal, rising human’s value as an architect
of all spiritual life. The great philosophical confrontations looked to untangle man’s purpose
in society as well as in history, bringing into discussion the problem of emancipating the human
being
Emmanuel Kant considered, in Groundwork of the Metaphisic of Morals, that man
should be considered as a “purpose” and never as a “mean”, and that Spinoza reveled “the
changed nature of the human being.”
Because France had always had a say on things, rightly Jean Jaques Rouseau, a French
philosopher, stated that “man was borned free, but is chained everywhere else”18, reffering
through this to the request of eliminating any structures or political mechanisms that could
affect human dignity,and the French Revolution criticaly influenced the affirmation of
humanist concepts through the proclamation of documents, which withstanded all the time’s
hardships, of human fundamental rights, which ask to be obeyed and guaranteed in any
democratic society.
Human rights can not be analized unless they are between the petals, on one hand of
philosophy, which highlights the parameters of hoe life is organized, the search for profound
answers about things, the exploration of nature’s origin and their purpose, and on the other
hand, of comprehensive history focusing on the general laws19 which guvernate the general
movement of evolution. .
Looked upon from a social point of view, human rights originated in Antiquity, but
looked upon from a juridical point of view, these started in the natural law doctrine.
FEATURES AND PARTICULARITIES OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS
CONCEPT
Beyond the historical, cultural and economical differences, as a consequence of the
conflictual situations recorded today in the world, being able to put in danger 20 the peaceful
Prof. Univ. Dr. Victor Duculescu, The Juridic Protection of the Human Rights, (Ed. Lumina Lex, Bucharest,
1998) 20
17
History knew through time slavery, in all its forms, serfdom etc. The Roman jurist stated the concept of jus
naturale, making the difference between the natural law and the civil right, believing that the civil right applies
only to the members with equal rights of the city, anf the natural ones apply to everyone, no matter if they are free
or slaves.
18
Jean Jaques Rousseau, The Social Contract, (Ed. Ştiinţifică, Bucharest, 1957) 82-83
19
General economic, juridic, socio-logical, political laws
20
Armed conflicts, globalization, technological development, poverty, illiterancy, terrorism, organised crime,
16
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climate, stability and security, modifying the structure of the relations between man and the
social environment which is constantly evolving, the human rights have become one of the
central ideas of the time.
Yet the essential element of human rights is that of ensuting the wellbeing, progress,
and civilization in any state.
Even though it is placed in many portofolios on many organisations’ portofolios to
consider and act according to the instructions that they set for themselves, there are poor
countries in Asia, Africa and on other continents21, where a great part of the population lives
in the most terrible poverty, without being able to hope for a better life. Education, culture,
health are abstract notions for them, taking into consideration the contemporary forms of
slavery (the usage of children between six and eleven years old for industrial work endangering
their phisical and psychological development, organs processing, the use of thousand of
children in armed conflicts), unemployment, pimping, prostitution etc.22
According to the report related to human development of the year 1997:
- around 1,3 billions of people were living with an income of less than a dollar per month,
- around 1 billion were illiterate,
- over 1 billion did not have water supply,
- over 800 millions sffered from hunger or were not provided with the necessary nourishment;23
The General Gathering of UN decreted the period 1997 – 2006 the decade of poverty
eradication, and 17th Octomber becomed the day of poverty eradication. Ever since The Report
on Human Development offers new perspectives on some of the most urgent challenges with
which humanity is confronting with – life, education, health and civil and communitary
wellbeing are still the main problems both on a European level and on a world level.
Therefore, according to the Global Report on Human Development - 201024 there is no
autonomous conexion between the economical growth and huma progress, reported to the HDI
domains indeterminate by incomes – namely education and health, like it is measured by HDI
(Human Developement Index).
The countries from “Top most dynamic countries” highlighted in the 2010 report, which
recorded the most improvements throughout the years 1970-2010, in what concerns the HDI –
they are led by Oman, which invested throughout decades its gains from energy in the education
and public health system25.
The other nine countries from “Top most dynamic countries” are China, Nepal,
Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Laos, Tunisia, South Korea, Algeria ans Morocco. In a remarkable
way China was the only country that made the “Top most dynamic countries” exclusively
because its performances related to incomes.26 Romania together with Bulgaria, Serbia and
Hungary are part of a quarter of the countries with a “degree of human development”.
Inequality - adjusted Human Developement Index – taking into account disappearances
related to health, education and incomes27 , Polonia, Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia recorde
losts of 10.8, 12.1, 11.3, respectively 15.3. In what it concernes life’s standards and incomes
of different disadvantaged groups, HDI for people from an ethnic group in Romania they are
coruption, tax evasion, professional crime
In our country too, a part of the population lives in a terrifying poverty;
22
Armed conflicts make millions of victims, degrade the environment, lead to the lost of great quantities of
financial resources, being able to start disasters which defy human right s on a large scale.
23
Dr. Ion Diaconu, Human Rights in the Contemporary International Law, (2001) 444
24
www.undp.ro/publications/human-development-report/2010/ro/
25
idem
26
But the countried from the HDI top are - Norway, Australia, New Zeeland, United States, Ireland, Lichtenstein,
Netherlands, Canada, Sweden and Germany.
27
Having as base a stufy for 139 states for which there were comparative datas, set on statistics principles
21
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below the national average number. The Roma people’ incomes represents one third of the
national average number, and their rate of child death is one third higher28.
In Romania the low participation of women in politics, only 9,8 %, is the promoter of
sex inequality (The Gender Inequality Index - GII), being cought gender related discrepancies
in what concernes the reproductive health, empowering wemen and their participation to the
work force, even though wemen are almost equal in number with men relating reaching a
certain level of education29.
The new measurement of poverty on the year 2010, based on incomes, taking into
account multiple factors at a domestic level, up to the educational access, clean water and
medical care estimate that approximately:
- 1,7 billions people live in poverty30
- 1,3 billions live with 1,25 dollars per day or even less.
Reffering to the civic wellbeing of the countries from the European Union, Romania
together with Lithuania, Latvia, and Slovakia have the lowest perception on citizens’ safety.
What is the direction towards which Romania is heading if in more that two decades,
Romanian’s education system has remained the same?
In what concernes education:
 in 1990 – the expectations relating the tuition years were 12,5, while the effective
studying period was of only 9;
 in2010 – the tuition years were 14, 8, while the effective studying period was of only
10, 6.
Could it be enough only 1,6 years of study for an eventual evolution in twenty years for a
nation?
Relating to the material wellbeing of Romania’s population the situation is as it follows:
 1990 – the national tax free income was 8.929 dollars /years
 2000 - the national tax free income was 7.746 dollars /years
 2010 - the national tax free income was 12.884 dollars /years
Taking into consideration the components of the Human Development Index (HDI)
Romania has an index of 0.767 and is situated on the şi 50th place out of 169 countries. The
HDI evolution in the last 25 years shows an annual growth of 0.5 % from 0,688 in 1990 to
0,767 in 201031.
Human rights differ from the rest of the rights due to the five characteristics they are
made of:
 universal
 moreal
 fundamental
 priority
 abstract32
Universal Rights
The universal character of carrier conists in the fact that they are rights which are for
everyone. The carrier of these rights which have as object and purpose the individual
connentions with the community from which the person belongs, remains the individual man.
Human Development Global Report 2010
idem
30
A third of the population of the 104 countries in MPI –The Multidimensional Poverty Index - MPI- report 2010
31
arhiva. îeuractiv.ro/uniunea-europeana/articles/displayArticle7articleID_21377/Raport-ONU-asupradezvoltarii-umane-Romania-se-afla-in-prima-treime-socio-economic-cetatean-ue/
32
John Rüsen, Mans-Klaus Kein, Adrian Paul Iliescu, Human Rights at the meeting between Cultures, SocioHuman Studies (Ed. Paralela 45, Piteşti-Bucharest, 2004) 34.
28
29
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In these cases one can talk about the extension of the existence rights and personality
development in the community dimension, without denying the possibility that the carrier of
some rights to be the group, the community or the state.
Moral Rights
For the valability or existence of a moral right it is enough that the fundamental norme
to be available from a moral poine of view, and a norme is available from a moral point of view
if it can be justified by anyone or if it has a rational justification33.
The moral component needs to be reflected on the positive right, through released
papers – contract, constitution, laws, cour or social practice- depending in their existence on
achieving and keeping a minimum of social efficiency.
Prioritary Rights
This feature develops from the first two, in the sense that, if there is a justification of a
right against something, then there needs to be a right imposing that right. For exenple, the
existence of the right to life, justifiable towards anyone, then there is a state’s right to take the
necessary measures to protect the life of each individual and of identifying the punishment
possibilities, settlement and prevention of the conflict, born as a consequence of disobeying
the initial right.
Fundamental Rights
The fundamental character brings into discussion the content of the right reported to
two things:
- the possibility of ensuring the interest, necessity towards the right
- the justification of ensuting the interest, necessity toward the right.
The fundamental feature combined with the possibility of ensuring rights sets the
priority on all the law system’s steps, including towards the legislator. An interest or a need is
fundamental if their disobeyance or injury means either death, or great sufferance, or reaching
the anatomical core, entering under it inclusively the social rights that target ensouring the
necessary minimum34.
If a study were to be made concerning the people’ need for love, one could notice that
for many it is important to be loved, but there is no possibility to ensure love by law, because
love can not be obtained through means of law, through the regulation of a love law, which
would correspond the obligation to love, to not bring the touch of love to every individual.
Abstract Rights
Without staying too much on this topic, there nesds to be highlightened only the fact
that there need to be set up instances that are to be capable to make decisions with a juridical
character, compulsory knowledgeable.
Therefore, the state needs to be both the court of decision and court of imposition for
the achievement of human rights.
One can say withoud fail, that the decisive factor of social stability development , in an
institution, is represented by the obediance of human rights, without forgetting that the social
movements contributed to the redistribution of some rights- material, political or symbolical in a conflict more or less opened with the political power or with the social elite, in which there
are regularly used extreme conventional political tactics.
R. Alexy, Dis Kurstheorie und Menschenrechte; Recht Vernuft, Diskours. Studien zur Rechtsphilsopfie,
(Frankfurt pe Main, 1995) 127
34
Human Rights at the meeting between Cultures, 39
33
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Therefore, the needs of building a social dimension appeared throughout the deepening
of urgent wellbeing need, in the shape of socio-economical organization at the level of each
state.
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Negative legacies that were felt in post-communism led to the construction of politics
and economics in the early years of freedom. Any economic or political approach taken was
viewed with skepticism by the public. Population, almost all politicians were thieves new
police represent former Security with another name - but the same militiamen - and some
politicians were considered former activists of the former communist party1.
I said that in view of part of the population, most have reached the leadership were
corrupt. This was strongly rooted in the collective mentality - common in post-communist
countries - and due to the former communist party. In the early 90s, has experienced widespread
corruption in all countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
1

Vladimir Tismăneanu, Marc Morje Howar, Rudra Sil (Eds.), Ordinea mondială după Leninism, Curtea Veche,
București, 2009, p. 69
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Communist legacies made their presence felt not only in the economic but also the
political structure. If the Soviet bloc can not discuss an extension of the formal existence of the
communist party, but a creation of new parties in a multiparty structure.
If democratization is considering generating democracy in a totalitarian or authoritarian state
was, in this case we will focus on economic transition from one type centralized to one liberal.
Specifically, from an economy which is totally under the leadership of the state to a capitalist
economy in which prices are set by supply and demand and not by management. We also
understand, through examples which we will submit to that total elimination of the state
economic sector is not only impossible, but would produce negative effects in a liberal
economy.2
Since the communist regime imploded in former Soviet bloc states it was understood
that the centralized economic system is retrograde and inoperative. This is where things had to
proceed in a manner completely opposite to what was done 26 years ago. Basically, the main
"wealth were seized and the main areas of power occupied by clans old nomenclature,
replicated now on nationalism (sometimes with a speech by Liberal) and more or less linked
to mafia networks - those networks that developed throughout the womb Soviet regime in
cahoots, then, with certain elements of the party apparatus. “3
"Reform" is the word attributed the change process of socialist economic sector in one
capitalist. We can not appeal to the verb create given that the phrase "total lack of a market" is
not in this case, but the verb "to reform" based on non-functional mechanisms implemented by
communism.
Why do we need a reform? Firstly, the aim is to generate economic reform policies
capable to organize the economy in an efficient manner that can distribute resources in a
rational way. Second, prices must be regulated based on supply and demand, the state
monopoly to disappear (or at least be controlled), and protection of certain groups to fall. Adam
Prezeworski concludes that any reform of potentially risky politically, whether in the long term
all targets are met.4
Putnam emphasizes that real democracy is correlated with the transformation of the
economic sector.5 From within democracies in the world, Kenneth Bollen and Robert Jackman,
concluded that democracy, in political terms, is influenced by economic sector, economic
output is crucial explanatory variable.6 The two arrived at this conclusion considering two
vectors: 1) welfare as a key to social accommodation and 2) as the main growth generator in
terms of expansion of the middle class. Both are closely linked and work together - we could
not bring into question amid welfare than economic growth.7
Centralized economy played an important role and should be underlined that the
communist regime to democracy, capitalist economy is a vital point without which the system
can not be maintained. Looking past the economic understand that represented a failure of
socialism simply because it proved incapable of creating wealth among the population. Be it a
hindrance? We believe yes, because human nature is reflected in the spirit of development
Do not understand that failure to remove economic support through state control of the economic sector
supervision. We take into account when making such statements, that the state is responsible for overseeing
the sector to there could be no possibility of excessive monopolization of the sector.
3
Michel Beaud, Istoria Capitalismului. De la 1500 până în 2000, Cartier, Chișinău, 2001, p. 307
4
Adam Prezeworski, Democrația și economia de piață, All, București, 1996, p. 149
5
R. D. Putnam, Cum funcționează democrația. Tradiții civice ale Italiei moderne, Polirom, Iași, 2001, p. 99
6
Kenneth A. Bollen, Robert W. Jackman, „Economic and Noneconomic Determinants of Political Democracy
in the 1960s”, în Research in Political Sociology (1985), pp. 38-39, cited in Samuel Huntington, The Third Wave:
Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century, Normal, University of Oklahoma Press, Oklahoma, 1991, p. 60
apud R.D. Putnam, Op. Cit., p. 99
7
ibid
2
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(including financial). Theoretically, labor (service) obtain an income that should ensure a
decent living. Man over time demonstrate a desire to improve life8, life aspect that communism
could never provide. It was able to offer the population a more modest standard of living. Lack
of private economic ownership, but also a lack of a contract made between participants in
economic life led to the inability of entrepreneurs to assume the uncertainty of social
production.9 Instead, it allowed the state to assume the role of conductor of the single economic
sector. This has been possible by developing a central office directives that aim at drawing that
companies had an obligation to carry them out; They were set prices that could not find a
correspondent in reality and were fixed annual quota for each unit of production basis, without
having into account the request. In contrast, we find that we understand capitalism as a free
market economy, in which the products circulating in the markets to be established supply and
demand. Nothing is excess product than if the market demands it, and all that is produced and
consumed in the markets due to the passage "is affected by a price that expresses the relative
value in terms of cost and quality." .10
Capitalism can be found within two main sectors that looms for themselves: 1) the
production and 2) establishing goods and services. The first case deals intermediate goods
markets and in the second case, the finished goods and services are offered to consumers.11
This, taking into account suppliers of goods and services, can be understood as an economy
based on entrepreneurship.12
Daniel Daianu is based on two premises when discussing the total acceptance of
capitalism: the first is in the business sector should not be viewed in terms of capitalism versus
socialism and the idea of unconditional acceptance of capitalism, so its parts positive and
negative it is questionable. This may be true if we consider the model of capitalism found in
Latin American countries (based oligarchy, extreme income polarization, sham democracy),
but can also be false if we look to the common law. The second premise starts to understand
the functioning of markets and the need for the public sector to have prevented the abuse of
dominance (monopoly).13
A prerequisite for democratic institutions to operate in a market economy that is not
state-owned enterprises (totally controlled economy), but as private property.14
The transition from a controlled economy to a market economy is an imperative one
private but extremely difficult and destabilizing if it is done in a short period of time. Early 90s
showed us that steps taken to liberalize the economy through the transfer of rights and creating
the possibility of networking between businesses and state intervention have proved to be
difficult. Indeed we can say that the dream of a capitalist market led to multiple social costs.
If democracy find enough examples from different countries, where liberalization of
the economy in a short period of time we can not say the same. Michael Kaser exemplifies
Chile which, under General Pinochet has gone through a rapid transition towards an economy
privatized, succeeding in 16 years to privatize only 470 companies and organizations, but from
our point of view, the period of privatization Chile can not be classified as "rapid transition".
If the states in Central and Eastern Europe, privatization has considered thousands of
businesses in a range too small - one-third during Chile. Looking at this we see that the result
See Walter Block, Reconstrucția Libertății, Libertas Publishing, București, 2008
Claudiu Gabriel Țigănaș, „Economia politica a transformării. Dilema <<terapia de șoc>> versus
<<gradualism>>”, în Analele Științifice ale Universității “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” din Iași, Științe Economice,
Tomul LII/LIII, 2005/2006, p. 237
10
Jean Baechler, Capitalismul, Institutul European, Iași, 2001, p. 82
11
See Ibid
12
Ibid, p. 84
13
Daniel Dăianu, Capitalismul încotro? Criza economică, mersul ideilor, instituții, Polirom, Iași, 2009, p. 133
14
Robert Dahl, Despre democrație, Institutul European, Iași, 2003, p. 152; Claudiu Gabriel Țigănaș, Op. Cit
8

9
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was negative, and in this respect we provide various examples in continuing subchapter15. Also,
Catalin Zamfir submit to an analysis of the economy Member decomunizated during
democratization which shows that restructuring the economy suffered a setback in the short,
medium or long term. For example, the Romanian economy, after 14 years, the economy
reached in 1989, but the Polish recovered in 1996 (7 years after the fall of communism)16.
State
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Bulgaria
Romania
Russia

Year with the
GDP in the year
lowest GDP
1989
1992-86.9
2000-100.1
1993-81.9
2000-104.2
1991-82.2
1996-104.5
1993-75.0
1999-100.4
1997-65.7
1992-75.0
1998-51.5
Table 217

2002
106.0
111.7
129.5
110.2
80.0
85.1
64.3

In conclusion, states are forced to abandon intervention in the economy, but not
entirely given that the state is responsible for privatization of enterprises, but also to create the
conditions necessary liberalization. Sartori be mentioned that states are obliged to intervene in
the free market to a "free" from monopolistic damage18. Any policy applied to regulate
situations such monopolization, is a form of state control.

Leslie Holmes, Postcomunismul, Institutul European, Iași, 2004, p. 331
Cătălin Zamfir, O analiză critică a tranziției, Polirom, Iași, 2004, p. 37
17
Ibid, p. 38
18
Giovanni Sartori, Teoria democrației reinterpretată, Polirom, Iași, 1999, p. 353
15
16
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INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurship spirit refers to ability of a person to put his/her ideas into practice.
The entrepreneurial spirit is a process and not a static phenomenon. Entrepreneurship is more
than an economic mechanical factor1.
Entrepreneurship has to do with change and is also commonly associated with problems
of choice.
Entrepreneurship is, essentially, a behavioral characteristic of a person. Entrepreneurs
can expose it only during a certain phase of their career, or only on certain activities.

1

Pirich, Amir, An Interface between entrepreneurship and innovation: New Zealand SMEs perspective. Paper
Prepared for the 2001 DRUID Conference, Aalborg, Denmark, p.14-15
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Business environment and the local community in general must be actively involved in
developing standards and programs and in providing education and practical training
(integrating work and learning)2.
Entrepreneurial education should not be confused with general business or economic
studies, since its purpose is to promote creativity, innovation and self-employment.
Existing activities and programs can be qualified as educational entrepreneurship if they
include at least two of the following:
a. the development of those qualities and personal skills generally applicable
(horizontal) which forms the basis of the entrepreneurial spirit and behavior;
b. raising awareness of students about self-employment and entrepreneurship as
possible career options;
c. developing practical activities and entrepreneurial projects, e.g. students leading
mini-enterprises;
Numerous studies3 demonstrate that economic development of a country depends on
the existence of some competitive markets and entrepreneurs. Thus, the entrepreneur
contributes to creating new jobs, triggers the pontential at personal level and provides a focal
point for citizens of a country.
QUALITY
ASSESSMENT,
RESULTS
AND
IMPACT
OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
There are several ways of evaluating the quality and results of programs and
entrepreneurship in the education and training, such as:
- By receiving feedback from the students who participated in that program and from
other stakeholders;
- By making the impact measurements, e.g. measuring entrepreneurial skills and
intentions before and after participation in that program.
Long-term impact can be also assessed by measuring the number of students who participated
in entrepreneurial programs or activities and who have become entrepreneurs after that.
However, starting a business is only one from a range of possible outcomes of entrepreneurial
education. Therefore, long-term impact assessment could also consider other indicators such
as entrepreneurial activities within a company (the "spirit of intrapreneurship ') or the quality
and level of employment.
In reality, what is needed is coordination of research establishing a link between shortterm assessments of the experiences of people in schools, medium term measurements of the
way that changes attitudes and intentions and long-term assessment of the quality and level of
employment in employment and net income in relation to established firms and their survival
rates.
Quality assessment programs and activities should include internal procedures and selfassessment, external and independent audits and could measure:
- the entrepreneurial skills: overall creativity, the ability to bring forward innovative
ideas, curiosity, ability to teamwork, self-confidence, leadership, the approach proactive
character, willingness to take risks, the skills of problem solving, responsibility etc .;
- specific entrepreneurial skills: knowledge and skills necessary to understand what to
do for starting and running a new business, the ability to develop a good business plan, the

2

Militaru, Gh., Service Management, Ed. C.H. Beck, Bucharest, Romania, 2010
Borza, A.I, Bordean O., C. S. Mitra, Dobocan, C., Strategic Management, Publishing Risoprint, Cluj-Napoca,
2008
3
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ability to identify opportunities, insight into production methods, knowledge in the financial
field, etc .;
- attitudes: how many students consider self-employment as a career option?
Would it be preferable that these abilities, skills and attitudes to be measured both
before and after students' participation in that program. This can be achieved by:
- self-assessment; - Interviews;
- group rating and target groups; - Evaluation questionnaires;
- tests and simulation games, etc.
Self-assessment should be carried out by three groups: students, teachers and school
administrators to determine satisfaction of the three groups about the experience. It should also
be taken into consideration and perception of industry and employers,
- particularly those involved in the program.
Programs and activities should be evaluated regularly as part of a programme and not
punctually. The evaluation findings (the learned lessons) should be integrated into the next
series of activities.
One way of assessing the long-term impact would be to find out the number of students
who, having participated in entrepreneurship programs or activities, have become
entrepreneurs 5 or 10 years later4.
This would entail either sending questionnaires to former students of the
entrepreneurship programs to assess whether they have established their own company (or
whether they are employed but use the acquired entrepreneurial skills), or getting regular
feedback from entrepreneur-students through close cooperation with them. The number of
pupils entrepreneur-students could be a good indicator, if a database would allow obtaining
this information objectively. However, in most cases this information is currently collected at
the initiative of schools through personal contact.
There are other challenges to be overcome regarding the impact of entrepreneurial
programs and activities at school in terms of new business5. These relate to:
- the wide variety of objectives and methods for conducting entrepreneurial education;
- the difficulty of isolating the effects on entrepreneurial education programs from other
educational outcomes and all other factors (economic, administrative, etc.) that influence
entrepreneurship and business creation at national or regional level;
- long route from intervention to intended outcomes, when trying to establish a link
between a student's participation in entrepreneurship education in secondary school and the
greater likelihood it to run a business at age 25 or 30 years.
CONCLUSIONS
Thinking and acting entrepreneurially cycle means an "act-learn-build" cycle: take a
step, you learn from it (whether the result is good or bad) and build on what you have learned
to take the next step. For this reason, entrepreneurship should be reflected in different levels of
education, from that offered by professors youth to structure courses in universities and
business schools provide managers with experience, he could be the solution to combat the
trend growth youth unemployment.
Initial and continuous training of teachers of the highest importance, but
entrepreneurship education is not yet included systematically in training programs for teachers.
4

Piturescu, i., Initiation in entrepreneurship and business development, Ed. Arvin Press, Bucharest, Romania, in
2003.
5
Saleem, Q., M. Shadid, A. Naseem, 2011 Degree of Influence of Training and Development on Employees
Behavior, International Journal of Computing and Business Research ISSN (Online): 2229-6166
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In many cases, workplace training is provided by external organizations. The most effective
way to ensure adequate competence and updated teachers in this area would be to introduce
entrepreneurship as a compulsory subject in teachers' training. It is also important to provide
training courses for teachers who have completed the initial training cycle.
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